
 



 

Welcome to the 13th GATE, the domain of Ophiuchus the 13th Sign, Hygeia the 

Goddess of Health and Chiron the Wounded Healer. This realm is governed by the 

healing powers of the Universe. It is the place to come to be restored. 

SELECTIONS: Stellar Healing, Cosmic Apothecary, Crystal Therapy 

Primer, Healing with Hygeia, Chiron and Ophiuchus. 

__________________________________________________________________ 

STELLAR HEALING 

Holistic Astrology and Astral-Geo Therapy 
STARLOGIC ASTRODYNAMICS AND STELLAR HEALING 

A question often posed by a client is, “What does my chart reveal about my 

health?” 

Health Astrology is a sub division of Medical Astrology that embraces a 

homeopathic and holistic view. An individual natal chart reveals certain 

predisposition for “dis-ease” that has the propensity to develop over a lifetime. 

Environmental factors, improper diet, or simply a lack of knowledge regarding 

possible deficiencies can all contribute to the onset of health problems. A natal 

chart actually yields a nutritional plan specific to the native by indicating the need 

for minerals and vitamins that can be beneficially instrumental in maintaining a 

healthy body. 

The association between bodily illness and the signs and planets of the Zodiac 

belong to the Hermetic Theory which is an ancient Egyptian/Greek philosophical 
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science. Hermetic Theory is based on the premise that the entire Cosmos is 

reflected in each human being.  In this system, the signs and degrees of the Zodiac 

correlate to human anatomy and the planets to the physical and chemical processes 

and to specific organ malfunction and vitamin and mineral deficiencies. The 

Uranian planets, Hades, Admetos, Appollon, and applicable Fixed Stars are also 

used in analysis. Aspects made between the planets and certain points in the natal 

chart act as strength and weakness indicators. 

Aspects made by planetary transits, progressions, and directions to the planets and 

midpoints the natal chart calculated for a specific time period are useful in the 

analysis of “health triggers” which may adversely affect health during the 

calculated period. This is known as a Health Chapter. A Health Chapter serves as a 

holistic record and review of current health status and progress which can be vital 

to health maintenance. 

Ancient Stellar Healing is thought to predate Egyptian and Biblical times. From 

archeological Earth records of the work of the ancient Egyptian Akhenaten, we 

know that the healers of ancient Egypt engaged Stellar Healing which used 

medical information from astrology charts, light, color, sound/tones and hands on 

energy transference to heal others. Today, in the modern version of Stellar Healing 

know as Astral Geo Therapy, the same method is followed but the use of stones 

and crystals replaces the hands on energy transference so the ‘healee’ gets the full 

benefit of natural Earth energies without the interference of a human 

conduit.  Astral-Geo Therapy is the modern offshoot of ancient Stellar Healing 

embraces Hermetic Theory combining use of the diagnostic Astrological Health 

Chapter with tuning, Aura Soma color therapy and natural Earth crystals. 

 

 

The prerequisite for color is fulfilled through use of Aura Soma. What is Aura 

Soma? It is a color energy system that provides a gentle vibration to help an 

individual penetrate his/her own levels of awareness to uncover deep sources of 

personal healing.  For more information on Aura Soma: www.aura-soma.net. 

http://www.aura-soma.net/


 

 

The prerequisite for sound is fulfilled through use of tuning forks which are 

“keyed” to the vibrational tone of each planet. All of the planets emit their own 

tone and each planet has the capacity to ease or eliminate the discordant tone of 

another planet. How is a planet discordant? A planet that receives or makes hard 

aspects in a chart and/or is “discordyne” (weak transmission by posit etc.) is a 

potential catalyst for health issues. The tones connected to planetary vibrations 

come courtesy of the work of Johannes Kepler. 

Astrological history is full of the genius of Johannes Kepler for it was Kepler who 

formulated the extraordinary laws that govern planetary motion. His work shows a 

mystical union of numerological and scientific thought. Like the greats before him 

such as Plato and Pythagoras, Kepler believed the world was ruled by numbers. It 

was Kepler who worked diligently to prove that the distances of the planets from 

the Sun coordinated with the Five Solids of Euclid. He also believed that musical 

harmony when mathematically expressed was the same as the harmony of the 

spheres (planets). He said, “I affirm and demonstrate that the movements of the 

planets are modulated according to harmonic proportion.” Kepler believed that 

each planet “sings” a harmonic tune and that by calculation involving the angle it 

describes in a day (as seen by the Sun) he could work out each planetary tune. 

Earth’s tune for example is mi-fa-mi which according to Kepler meant, “… in this 

our domicile misery and famine obtain.” 

Musical accompaniment for the seven known planets in Kepler’s time are Sun: 

“D”=D-F#-A-D, Moon: “F”=F-A-C-F, Mercury: “B”=B-D#-F#-B, Venus: “E” =E-

G#-B-E, Mars: “C”=C-E-G-C, Jupiter: “A”=A-C#-E-A and Saturn: “G”=G-B-D-

G. In the 1940’s occultist C.C. Zain extrapolated that Uranus, Neptune and Pluto 

“vibrations” belonged to Divine Consciousness and the song of the Cosmos and 

therefore had no particular tones. 



In practice, the following planetary tones will alleviate the discordant vibrations of 

fellow planets: 

Moon relieves discordant Mars and vice versa, Mercury relieves discordant Jupiter 

and vice versa, Venus relieves discordant Saturn and vice versa, Mars relieves 

discordant Pluto, Jupiter relieves discordant Uranus, Saturn relieves discordant 

Neptune. The tone of the Sun brings vitality and positivity to all other planetary 

vibrations. 

 

  



 

  

The prerequisite for “hands on” or practitioner catalyst is fulfilled via use of 

natural Earth Crystals. Crystals fulfilling the appropriate healing capacity are 

placed upon the body at specific pinpointed areas gleaned from the Health Chapter 

astrology map which has indicated a potential or predisposition for physical 

concern. 

The healing energies of the Cosmos descends through planetary vibrations 

transmuting astral to physical while the healing energies of the Earth ascend 

through use of natural crystals transmitting physical to astral while tones remove 

discordant factors and Aura Soma promotes healing from within. The top-down 

bottom-up approach serves to clear dis-ease affecting positive chakra energy flow 

which has been blocked by discordant factors revealed via one’s natal chart and 

Health Chapter. 

Also worth mentioning is the effect Astral Healing has in a profound spiritual 

sense. I have observed that in a large percentage of cases, emotional and physical 

trauma connected to past life issues often surfaces and is resolved during a session. 

As with any holistic approach, Astral-Geo Therapy recognizes the importance of 

nutrition and exercise integrated with attitude and spirituality working in 

conjunction with but never replacing competent medical advice. 

 

 



The History of Stellar Healing 

“Already at 16 or 17 years of age, in spite of the priests, he had introduced Stellar 

Art. At 19 the king decided the time was ripe to make his convictions clear to all. 

He therefore renounced the name Amenhotep, with its implication of obedience to 

Amen. And in choosing a name to take the place of the one discarded, he joined the 

words which expressed his religion of Life, Light and Love. Aten means light. To 

indicate to his subjects that he was a Brother of the Light, he called himself 

Akhenaten, meaning Living in the Light.” ~ Elbert Benjamine aka C.C. Zain, 

Hermetic Scientist, Occultist, Astrologer, Naturalist 

 



Defying the Priests of Shadow … 

The priests of Amen had grown to be the strongest group in Egypt.  They had vast 

holdings from levying tremendous financial tributes and with this stockpile they 

built magnificent temples at Luxor and Karnak. They were dark by nature and said 

to be influenced by the Lower-Plutonian or Lower Astral forces. Cunning and 

inversive, they easily compelled the people to do their bidding which including 

loyalty to perverse doctrines and religious ceremonies, prostitution and murder. 

 

Akhenaten, originally known as Amenhotep IV ascended the throne at the age of 

13 following the death of his father in 1375 BC. He realized from the start how 

totally dominated his people were with the Shadow Priests of Amen and their 

corrupt magical rites and rituals. The Sun God Ra was universally venerated by the 

public, and the dark priests ever mindful of political power cleverly joined the 

name of Ra to Amen so they would be sole representatives of the newly created 

deity Amen Ra. The young king, surrounded and guided by these priests, remained 

orthodox in his faith to Amen Ra until he turned 19 years old. 

Spies and assassins pervaded the huge temples at Karnak and the young king 

knowing he could not combat the dark forces that so permeated the area decided to 

move the capital and take with him those who he felt were willing to learn the true 

power of Nature, live constructively and defy the power of the Shadow Priests. 

With his entourage, he sailed down from the River Thebes to a point he felt would 

best serve his needs about 160 miles above Cairo. There he founded the City of the 

Horizon. Many joined him in his quest for new spiritualism, the suppression of 

corruption and freedom from ignorance Akhenaten had no use for war, vengeance 

or fear. Egypt would be revolutionized. 



“He has given to us an example three thousand years ago which might be followed 

at the present day; an example of what a husband and father should be, of what an 

honest man should do, of what a poet should feel, of what a preacher should teach, 

of what an artist should strive for, of what a scientist should believe, of what a 

philosopher should think.” ~ Arthur Weigall, Former Inspector General of 

Antiquities in Egypt 

  

 

The Brethren of Light … 

The symbol of Ra that was worshipped in the time of Akhenaten was a gold disc 

representing the Sun. Akhenaten perceived something more behind the physical 

symbol – he perceived an all-pervading intelligence. From his studies of the rolls 

in the Library Tahuti, he learned and taught the constructive use of astrological 

knowledge. He also taught the use of art and beauty and any ennobling activity that 

he felt the mind could channel advantageously. Spiritually, the doctrine of hell and 

eternal punishment were no part of his teachings, rather, he focused on happiness 

during and after a given lifetime. He built a superior culture whose religion was the 

Religion of the Stars also known as the Devotion to Light. 

Stellar Healing … 

“Among other things, he created a new art, Stellar Art, and developed a method of 

treatment, Stellar Healing. All the essentials of this Stellar Healing are set forth in 

sufficient detail in the language of symbolic pictograph in his Stellar Art, so that 

were there no other source of information available to us on this subject it would 

be possible to learn it from the many pictures he has left.” ~ C.C. Zain 



The general idea or premise of Akhenaten’s Stellar Healing via Zane can be 

summed up thus: 

 Planetary energies reaching man not only map his character at birth, but exert 

definite influences over him, at times which can be predetermined, throughout the 

whole of his life. This is pictured by the rays descending to certain parts of the 

bodies of human beings. 

 The physical environment by which he is surrounded, each item of which is also 

influenced by planetary energies, also exerts an influence upon man. To what 

extent his physical influence opposes or cooperates with the planetary energies 

operative at a given time must be ascertained by observation of the physical 

environment. This is pictured by the various objects by which human beings in the 

pictures are surrounded. 

 The events and conditions which are present at any given time in an individual’s 

life are the offspring of his character as it exists at the time, energized by such 

planetary energies as then reach it, and acting upon the available physical 

environment, which influences both the trend and the importance of what occurs. 

This is pictured by both rays and objects adjacent to human beings. 

 The amount of control which an individual can exercise over what takes place in 

this life at a given time depends upon two factors whose relative importance 

constantly varies, but which on average are about of equal power:  Upon his ability 

to energize and modify in the desired direction the factors of his character which 

respond to planetary energy; and upon his ability to select physical environmental 

conditions which offer little resistance to the events he desires. 

A true Renaissance Man of Healing and Mental Alchemy… 

Akhenaten was ever mindful that a diagnosis in of itself no matter how well 

realized, offered no help to humanity… it merely was just an indicator that a 

condition existed and was present. He knew that for an individual to benefit from 

diagnosis he must know what to do to change the condition and then do the thing 

which would make the indicated change.  The Light or “Aten” to Akhenaten and 

his followers not only represented an all pervading deity but also the whole inner 

plane environment.  All those thousands of years ago, he grasped that the inner 

plane and its forces can only contact the physical plane through energies travelling 

at the velocity of light. So, Akhenaten basically devised the system whereby the 

electromagnetic energies of the “healer” could be used to gather up and transmit to 

a patient the planetary energies as were necessary to temporarily change character 

or the thought structure of a patient. In essence, it was a form of mental alchemy… 

thought structure to enable the overcoming of afflictions. 



In both diagnosis and in healing, Akhenaten gave equal weight to the influence of 

planets and the influence of the physical environment. He did not feel that a 

condition of the physical body, for example, coincident with lack of proper diet 

could be corrected merely by proper thinking. Nor did he believe that proper diet 

without a change of thinking would bring health. He did not believe that attention 

should only be given to the factors of one plane; but that the power of inner plane 

energies, such as those of thoughts and the planets, and the resistances of the 

physical plane, such as those exercised by people and objects should be given 

equal consideration. His Stellar Healing methodology modified the desires of 

thought cells and the resistance of the physical environment to bring about a 

desired outcome as well as alterations to the Soul.  

Stellar Healers combine mental healing with the use of planetary energies which 

are permitted to flow through their bodies as a conduit to the astral form of the 

patient. Stellar Healers are natural healers who develop the ability through which 

planetary energies flow in large volume.  Actual touch is not necessary because the 

energy flows at will.  Akhenaten understood astrology and was able to discern the 

inner factors of disease from the horoscope of an individual and knew that energy 

healing could be administered specifically to cure disease and health crisis. The 

pictures he left us included use of color, music and thought to enable the Stellar 

Healer to tune in on the particular planetary energy needed. 

 

According to Zane's interpretation: 

 The electromagnetic energy of the healer which passes from his hands to the 

patient. 

 The astral vibrations of a planet or planet, which the healer is tuned in on and 

which pass from his hands with the electro-magnetic energy to the thought cells of 

the patient. 



 The thoughts and mental images in the healer’s mind which direct the 

electromagnetic energy and planetary energy to the accomplishment of the specific 

healing job to be done according to disposition in the patient’s chart. 

 The electromagnetic energy must be guided by the astral energy. 

 The healer must visualize the color of the planetary energy (ies) and saturate the 

body of the patient. When viewed from the Astral Plane this color is vivid and 

intense. 

 The tonal vibrations of the planet (s) are used as musical accompaniment. 

  

 

Akhenaten believed that man should control his life and destiny to the end of 

contributing his utmost to “Universal Welfare.” The degree of success depended 

upon the degree of which man could energize and modify the cells within his Soul 

in the desired direction and the degree to which he was able to select a physical 

environment that would facilitate the modification of these cells to bring about 

desired conditions and good health. 

“The highest function of the healing art is not to cure the sick, but to keep people 

well. We need those who can cure disease but even more we need those who can 

keep disease from manifesting.” ~ C.C. Zane 

  

 



Elective Astrology - Timing Medical Procedures 

 

 

I have had some rather good results helping clients choose good dates for elective 

medical procedures via Elective Astrology. As with all things in life, sometimes a 

procedure or operation must take place at a time when the client has no choice but 

using astrology can still be helpful with the healing process that follows such a 

circumstance. 

Many analytic processes in astrology require discernment of the condition of the 

Moon and choosing a good date for surgery is no exception. It is a good idea to 

operate 5 days before or after a New Moon. The Moon rules the tidal fluids of the 

body and during this period the fluids are at their lowest which assists with healing. 

There is usually less swelling and lymph drainage after surgery. It is never a good 

idea to operate 5 days before or after a Full Moon when the body fluids are at their 

highest and swelling and bruising and overt drainage can take place. Things will 

return back to normal eventually but much later than would be desired. A Void-Of-

Course Moon is another facet to avoid because it can indicate that mistakes will be 

made and that allergic reactions to drugs or anesthesia can occur. Often the client 

will require further surgery at a later date for repair. 

The Moon’s signature is also important. Each sign of the zodiac represents an area 

of the anatomy so it is not a good idea if on the day of the surgery, the Moon is in 

the sign or opposite the sign that rules the part of the body scheduled for repair. If 

this does occur, healing in prolonged and the bodily area is sensitive and tender for 



a long period of time. The best Moon sign for operations are when the Moon is in a 

Fixed Sign such as Taurus, Leo, Scorpio or Aquarius as these signs all represent 

strength. These signs should not be chosen if they correspond with the part of the 

anatomy slated for repair. For example, a tonsillectomy should not take place when 

the Moon is in the sign of Taurus which rules the throat or the sign opposite Taurus 

which is Scorpio. The 2nd best choice is Cardinal signs – Aries, Cancer, Libra and 

Capricorn. It is best to avoid Mutable signs such as Gemini, Virgo, Sagittarius and 

Pisces as it is believed that the surgeon might be a bit too “creative” during these 

transits. It is never a good idea to operate on the day when the Moon is either 

conjunct, square, inconjunct (quincunx) the individual’s natal Sun, Mars, Saturn or 

Neptune. On the other hand, sextiles or trines to the individual’s natal Sun, Moon, 

Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune or Pluto are helpful. If the Moon is 

conjunct the natal Venus or Jupiter this is a boon as these planets provide an extra 

degree of protection. 

Aside from the Moon, the cosmic condition of transiting Mercury and Mars and 

Neptune need attention. A big no-no is scheduling surgery during a Mercury 

retrograde period. Mistakes with lab work or mistakes rendered by the surgeon or 

by those in attendance during surgery are common. Also common is allergic 

reaction to anesthesia or pre and post-operative medications. Sutures can fall out or 

become undone before healing has taken place or sometimes staples or sponges are 

sutured into the incision by mistake. Later surgery to repair mistakes is basically a 

given and statistically most malpractice suits occur as a direct result of surgery that 

conducted during Mercury retrograde. 

A retrograde transiting Mars is also a big problem. Mars rules surgery and cutting 

and when the planet is retrograde sudden or unexpected hemorrhaging can take 

place along with abnormal swelling, inflammation, bruising and internal bleeding. 

Emergency rooms are usually very busy during Mars retrograde tending to 

accident victims. In addition to Mars, I have also found it helpful to check out the 

conditions surrounding Neptune in the natal chart. Neptune rules drugs, 

medications and anesthesia along with any allergies to these things. Should any 

individual show cosmic risk in his/her nativity for allergies this should be brought 

to the attention of the client and surgeon. Propensity for infection which is also 

partly ruled by Neptune should also be discerned. 

Clients who are seeking more insight into their actual medical conditions 

astrologically should seek the advice of a qualified Medical Astrologer. As a rule 

of thumb it is wise to remember that a bonafide Medical Astrologer is also a 

credentialed practicing Medical Doctor. Do not settle for less. 



Alternative Cosmic/Chakra Rulerships 

 

Chakra system has always been associated with the ancient planets Sun-Saturn but 

with the integration of more astro bodies into astrology, new thoughts occur 

regarding rulerships. In this illustration a different perspective is offered in 

connection with the Chakra system. In this illustration, Pluto governs the Root 

Chakra, Mars the Sacral Chakra, the Moon - the Solar Plexus Chakra, Venus - the 

Heart Chakra, The Sun and Jupiter - the Higher Heart Chakra, Mercury and Saturn 

- the Throat Chakra, Chiron - the Third Eye Chakra surrounded by a halo of 

Neptune and Uranus - the Crown Chakra. 

 

The next illustration offers asteroid rulerships along with the planets and Chiron. 

The Root Chakra – Saturn, Pluto and the asteroid Sappho, Sacral Chakra – Jupiter 

and the asteroid Hygeia, Solar Plexus Chakra – Sun, Mars and the asteroid Zeus, 



Heart Chakra – Venus and the asteroid Ceres, Throat Chakra – Mercury and the 

asteroid Urania, Third Eye Chakra Moon, Neptune, and the asteroid Pallas and the 

Crown Chakra – Uranus and the planetoid Chiron. 

  

 

 

The last illustration depicts SEVEN RAY Esoteric Sacred Planetary Rulership and 

Ray color associated with the chakras. RAY1 – (Red) Crown Chakra, Esoteric 



Ruler Vulcan, the Solar Logos, RAY 2 – (Blue) Heart Chakra, Esoteric Ruler 

Jupiter, RAY 3 – (Yellow) Throat Chakra, Esoteric Ruler Saturn, RAY 4 (Orange) 

Root Chakra, Esoteric Ruler Mercury, RAY 5 – (Green) Brow Chakra, Esoteric 

Ruler Venus, RAY 6 – Solar Plexus Chakra, Esoteric Ruler Neptune, RAY 7 

(Violet) Sacral Chakra, Esoteric Ruler Uranus of Occult Light. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

    Are We Subject to Galactic Disease? 
  

PONDER THIS … 

Every year, the human race suffers with the usual bouts of the flu and the common 

cold. The words “air born” or “caught it from so and so” often come up in 

reference to the way illness is spread. These references almost give the flu a kind 

of neighborly connotation AND speaking of neighborly…what about those 

neighborly cosmic vagabonds - the comets? Is it possible that they can expose 

Earth to unknown galactic disease? 

In a controversial thesis put forth by two eminent British astronomers, Sir Fred 

Hoyle and Professor Chandra Wickramasinghe this is exactly the case. Hoyle and 

Wickramasinghe believe that the dust that fills the space between the stars consists 

of minute living organisms and that comets, formed when the Solar System was 

born, are made up of this interstellar dust mixed with frozen gasses and ice. They 

further believe that when a comet travels through our Solar System, some of this 

“dust” drifts into the Earth’s atmosphere where the unknown organisms find a 

compatible environment in which to multiply. 

The two astronomers go on to link certain outbreaks with particular comets. For 

example, Halley’s Comet which takes between 75-78 years to complete its orbit 

around the Sun seemed to coincide with the world wide outbreak of the Asian flu 

in 1957 and a similar outbreak 77 years earlier. They went on to test their theory by 

studying flu outbreaks in British boarding schools noting very “sporadic” and 

seemingly “air born” activity. According to Hoyle and Wickramasinghe, once a 

virus is established on Earth it can bring about a permanent change in the genetic 

material of the host which can be inherited by later generations. As usual, all of 

these theories met with criticism from colleagues and the scientific community 

until 1986. Space probes flying close to Halley’s Comet revealed that the dust 

given off by the comet contained the two elements vital to life, carbon and 

hydrogen, AND ALSO fragments of molecules that were probably of the type 

produced by living things. 

Ponder that the next time you sneeze! 

  



 

 

And the Beat Goes On … 
  

 

PONDER THIS … 

Ever wonder how a person is able wake up at a specific time each day without the 

aid of an alarm clock? If someone asked you the time and you didn’t have a watch, 

did you know that you would probably be able to give the correct answer within a 

half hour? None of this requires any special psychic ability. It is a process natural 

to mankind; an internal clock known as Circadian Rhythm. 

All living things are affected by three rhythmic cycles: the revolution of the Earth, 

the 28.5 day orbit of the Moon around the Earth, and the annual orbit of the Earth 

around the Sun. It is believed that man’s natural rhythm is balanced between the 24 

hour solar day and the lunar day which is approximately 50 minutes longer. Thus, 

Circadian Rhythm is influenced by the rising and the setting of the Sun. In a sense 

we are all on “Sun time” however, it has been noted that individuals who are 

restrained from outside stimuli and natural light such as prisoners kept in isolation 

cells, will revert to a longer day or “Moon time.” 

Scientists believe that Circadian Rhythm is partly controlled by the hypothalamus 

which regulates pituitary secretions and the activity of other endocrine glands. 

Pulse, blood pressure, temperature, respiration, and hormone activity are all in tune 

with the celestial movements of the Earth and the Moon. One’s abilities, 

temperament, and resistance to infection are also controlled by the Circadian Beat. 

This may explain why some epileptics experience seizures at certain times of the 

day or why pregnant women experience morning sickness at around the same time 

every day. Air travelers who suffer from jet lag are actually experiencing a shift in 

their Circadian Rhythm whereby their metabolism is trying to adapt to a different 

part of the globe. For many years, the Sun’s cycle with its 11 year rise and fall of 

sunspots, has been studied to discern whether its cosmic rhythm can be linked to 

epidemics on Earth. 

So, whether you are a night person who stays up late wide awake or a morning 

person who goes to bed early and rises early, your personal metabolism dances to 

the beat of the Universe. 
  



You Really Are What You Eat! 

An Astrological Guide to Better Health 

 

 

Each sign of the Zodiac governs the physical human anatomy and bodily functions. 

It is widely held that if individuals comply with the information gleaned from their 

Solar Sign a healthier life can be accomplished via eating foods that contain the 

sign’s natural Cell Salt… 

ARIES: head, face, subrenals that pump adrenalin into the bloodstream. Cell salt - 

Potassium Phosphate:  tomatoes, beans, brown rice, lentils, walnuts, olives, onions, 

lettuce, cauliflower, cucumber, spinach, broccoli, Brussels sprouts, veal, swordfish, 

flounder, figs, bananas, apricots, pumpkin, milk. Stay away from salt and liquor. 

  

TAURUS: throat, neck, thyroid and parathyroid which control weight. Cell salt - 

Sulphate of Sodium: asparagus, beets, spinach, horseradish, Swiss chard, 

cauliflower, cucumber, onions, pumpkin, cranberries, raw nuts. 

  

GEMINI: shoulders, arms, hands, lungs, respiration. Cell salt - Potassium 

Chloride:  asparagus, green beans, tomatoes, celery, carrots, spinach, oranges, 



peaches, plums, apricots, wild rice. 

  

CANCER:  breast, stomach, alimentary canal. Cell salt - Calcium Fluoride: egg 

yolks, whole grain rye, yogurt, beets, watercress, fish, oysters. 

  

LEO: spine, back, heart, spleen, thymus, endocrine glands. Cell salt - Magnesium 

Phosphate: wheat and rye, almonds, walnuts, sunflower seeds, figs, lemons, apples, 

peaches, coconut, rice, seafood, beets, asparagus, romaine, egg yolk. 

  

VIRGO: nervous system, intestines. Cell salt - Potassium Sulphate:  green leafy 

vegetables, whole wheat and whole grain breads, wheat germ oil, oats, almonds, 

cheese, oranges, bananas, oranges, bananas, lemons, lean beef and lamb. 

  

LIBRA: kidneys, lumbar region, buttocks. Cell salt - Sodium Phosphate: 

strawberries, apples, raisins, almonds, asparagus, peas, corn, carrots, spinach, beets 

radishes, tomatoes, wheat, brown rice, oatmeal. 

  

SCORPIO: sexual organs. Cell salt - Calcium Sulphate: asparagus, kale, 

cauliflower, radishes, onions, parsnips, watercress, tomatoes, figs, prunes, black 

cherries, coconut. 

  

SAGITTARIUS: hips, thighs, liver. Cell salt - Silica: all fruits, all vegetables, raw 

salads, green peppers, figs, prunes, strawberries, pears, apples, potatoes, oats, 

whole grains, egg yolk. 

  

CAPRICORN: bones, knees, joints, teeth. Cell salt - Calcium Phosphate:  oranges, 

lemons, figs, celery, cabbage, kale, potatoes, walnuts, almonds, whole wheat, 

dandelion greens, spinach, broccoli, corn, peas, oats, brown rice. 

  

AQUARIUS: circulatory system, shins, claves, ankles. Cell salt -  Sodium 

Chloride:  ocean fish, oysters, lobster, tuna , clams, spinach, radishes, celery, 

cabbage, lettuce, corn, romaine, peaches, squash, lentils, almonds, pecans, walnuts, 



apples, pears, lemons, oranges. 

  

PISCES: feet, toes. Cell salt - Ferrum Phosphate:  liver, lean beef, lamb, egg yolks, 

oysters, kidneys, while grains, barley, dried beans, beet tops, spinach, onions, 

lettuce, raisins, dates, prunes, apricots, peaches, grapes, apples, lemons, oranges. 

  

 

__________________________________________________________________ 



COSMIC APOTHECARY 

Welcome to the COSMIC APOTHECARY where Holistic procedures and Cosmic 

Alchemy can provide additional ways to promote the health of Mind, Body and 

Spirit. The alternative methods here have been posted to bring awareness to and 

enhance that connection but not replace competent medical care. 

Handy Body Anatomy 

Did you know that the hand holds a correspondence to the anatomy of your body? 

You can literally check for health problems by using the graph below and a 

pendulum! 

 

1. Head 

2. Throat 

3. Arms, Hands 

4. Chest 

5. Stomach 

6. Intestines 

7. Kidneys, Spine 

8. Sexual Organs 

9. Thighs, Anus 

10. Knees 

11. Legs, Calves, Ankles 

12. Feet 

13. Liver, Circulation 

14. Bones, Teeth 

15. Heart 

16. Nervous System 

17. Muscles, Nose 

18. Stomach, Breasts 

19. Lungs 

 

Here are the directions: Seat your “patient” in front of you and have them extend 

out their left hand palm up. Make sure he or she removes any rings and washes and 

dries the hand prior to analysis. Hold the pendulum in your right hand and let it 

begin to gyrate. Using your left index finger, touch each part of the patient’s palm 

using the diagram as a guide - one at a time. Observe the movement of the 

pendulum as you touch and refer to each “body” correspondence. A clockwise 

gyration indicates good health for the anatomy in question. A counterclockwise 



gyration can indicate an issue that needs to be medically addressed. If you would 

like to check your own hand, trace your left hand palm up on a piece of paper and 

follow the same rules. 

 

 

Cosmic Healing Timetable 

Each Zodiac sign has specific times during the day when “healing” is the most 

beneficial. Simply perform your chosen personal healing mode in accord with the 

chart. 

 



 

Listen to the Music! 

 

Astrologers are always testing theories that link the Cosmos to healing. One 

premise is that listening to music by composers whose Sun Sign is the same as the 

Sign on the 6th House of Health cusp can assist is healing physical health.  Here 

are some suggestions for the Signs: 

 

ARIES: Bach (Johann Sebastian), Rachmaninov, Haydn 

TAURUS: Brahms, Tchaikovsky, Ellington, Bacharach 

GEMINI: Wagner, Stravinsky, Strauss, Corea, Chavez, Hamlish 

CANCER: Mahler, Rodgers, Lloyd, Huber 

LEO: Debussy, Schuman, Bloch, Giuliani, Cervantes 

VIRGO: Dvorak, Bernstein, Strauss (Josef), Bach (Johann Christian), Debussy 

LIBRA: Liszt, Verdi, Heinze, Dukas, Partos 

SCORPIO: Copland, Paderewski, Hensel, Strauss (Johann II) 

SAGITTARIUS: Beethoven, Berlioz, Dusek, Gibbs 



CAPRICORN: Muthel, Bruch, Martucci, Taneyev 

AQUARIUS: Mozart, Shubert, Mendelssohn, Glass 

PISCES: Handel, Chopin, Vivaldi, Rimsky-Korsakov 

 

 

 

 

Medical Astrology & URANIAN Planets 

 

Uranian Astrology was discovered and proposed by Alfred Witte of Germany and 

expounded upon by fellow Uranian astrologer Friedrich Sieggrün in the early 

1920’s.  Witte was a surveyor, astrologer and amateur astronomer who founded the 

Hamburg School of Astrology. The Uranian planets are in basis known as 

“Transneptunians” and are hypothetical by nature. The Transneptunians proposed 

by Witte were Cupido, Hades Zeus and Kronos. Those proposed by Sieggrün were 

Appollon, Admetos, Vulcanus and Posiedon. 



There are eight Uranian planets used in Medical Astrology. Medical astrologers 

who use the Uranian planets do so in correlation with natal and progressed work 

and midpoints on a 90 degree dial. The dial is another way of viewing a chart using 

the fourth harmonics system developed by the Hamburg School and expounded by 

the work of Cosmologist Reinhold Ebertin. The dial allows astrologers to discern 

hard aspects, the semi-square (45°), the square (90°) and the opposition 

(180°).  Under these conditions, the Uranian planets can give the astrologer extra 

information along with the regular planets regarding past, present and future health 

problems. 

The most important Uranian planets used for medical analysis are Hades, Appollon 

and Admetos. Vulcanus and Zeus have some medical significance followed by 

Cupido, Posiedon and Kronos which tend to have a lesser effect. 

Actual medical information regarding each Uranian Planet is quite extensive but 

the following provides a synopsis of each planet for those who wish to satisfy their 

curiosity to some degree: 

HADES 

It is generally agreed that HADES is the most difficult of the eight Uranian planets. 

In essence, it represents something serious that will not go away. An illness 

discovered under the light of Hades signals a worsening condition that is not likely 

to get better or long term ailments that have taken such a long time to manifest, 

grow and transform they are extremely difficult to control let alone cure. Although 

Hades is considered the “bringer of havoc” for the patient, in a doctor’s or 

therapists chart it represents those who are exceptional at medical analysis and able 

to discern the root cause of a medical problem. Hades governs slow, deteriorating 

diseases such as HIV/AIDS, cancer, diabetes, osteoarthritis, osteoporosis, lupus, 

chronic fatigue syndrome, M.S., Lou Gherig Disease, gangrene, anorexia, bulimia, 

self-hate, sociopathic behavior and suicide, poisonous infections and bites, food 

poisoning, skin diseases such as psoriasis, dermatitis, eczema, and ulcers, 

depression and hopelessness, psychic vampirism, pedophilia, rape and brutality 

AND all types of trauma suffered under the hands of others. 

  

APPOLLON 

APPOLLON often suggests that there are at least two or more medical difficulties 

that are contributing to the main scenario. Appollon is strongly tied to 

complications often secondary in nature due to misdiagnosis which causes the 



patient to grow more ill. In some cases the patient will have a tendency to ignore 

symptoms until a far worse condition develops. Appollon governs twins, strep A 

bacterial infections, Lyme disease, Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, lymph node and 

glandular cancer. 

  

ADMETOS 

The influence of ADMETOS is like the seed that remains dormant until body 

conditions are right for illness to be sown. The individual is often his own worst 

enemy because the disease that ensues has done so because of neglect and 

improper health maintenance. Admetos is seen in charts of unwanted pregnancies, 

comas and suffocation. Conversely, a well-placed Admetos can signify one who 

has the discipline and fortitude to overcome illness. Admetos governs blockages, 

blood clots, cholesterol, panic attacks, introversion and repression, stiff joints and 

muscles, circulation problems, Reynaud’s Syndrome, claustrophobia, abortion, 

autism and balance problems. 

  

VULCANUS 

VULCANUS represents added problems to an already existing illness. Often seen 

in “festering” conditions, Vulcanus irritates the problem making it more obvious 

until just like a volcano it surfaces full blown. Until that occurs, Vulcanus tends to 

act like a chameleon assuming the qualities of whatever planet(s) are at the root of 

the issue making the dis-ease hard to diagnose. On the up side, a well-placed 

Vulcanus represents excellent recuperative powers. Vulcanus is sometimes tied to 

medical equipment operating procedures. Also covered under Vulcanus are the 

onset of fever and inflammation, cluster and migraine headaches, torn muscles and 

ligaments, nerve inflammation such as sciatica, skin diseases, herpes, high blood 

pressure and genetic deformity. 

  

ZEUS 

Just like the great god Zeus who was interested in procreation with humans, this 

Uranian planet is tied to conception – literally as well as generally where it 

represents the beginning of something. The energy of ZEUS acts more as an 

“impulse” and therefore the cause of an ailment rather that a contributor to an 

ailment. Zeus is also tied to fire and firearms thus representing burn victims and 

those wounded by gunshot or explosions. Zeus governs the rapid onset of fever, 



brain injury, and injury by lightning strike, epidemics, road rage, high blood 

pressure, stroke, injury or death by a sharp instrument, AIDS/HIV infection, sexual 

disorders (including incest and impotence), prostate inflammation and post-

traumatic stress syndrome. 

  

CUPIDO 

CUPIDO is a family oriented planet representing illness within the immediate 

familial circle or heralding the birth of a child. It is also concerned with 

miscarriage, infertility, multiple births, caregivers and caretakers and the stress 

they endure, orphans, adoptions, family tragedy and issues of co-dependency. 

Oddly, a family member who is sick may be represented by Cupido in the chart of 

another family member. Because of this forewarned is to be forearmed aspect, 

Cupido can be used by astrologers to avert a health crisis. Cupido can sometimes 

signal that an individual has gone overboard by indulging in too much of a good 

thing that has adversely affected health. 

  

POSIEDON 

POSIEDON has more of a spiritual and mental/emotional function in medical 

astrology. It can signify “red tape” such as hospital and government forms. In 

recent studies it has be tied to mental illness and emotional/learning 

disorders.  Among them are schizophrenia, and OCD (obsessive-compulsive 

disorder), autism, Down's syndrome, drug addiction, dyslexia, speech disorders 

(including stammering), epilepsy and ADD/ADHD. On the spiritual side it is tied 

to overcoming illness due in part to maintaining a good attitude or the ability to tap 

into the Divine for healing. 

  

KRONOS 

Is time running out? Then the skillful hands of a good surgeon will save the day! 

KRONOS has more to do with medical treatment from a masterful doctor than 

actual physical ailments. On a mental level, Kronos represents discipline and self-

control concerning health maintenance when it is well aspected in a chart. Kronos 

governs medical/health bureaucracy and medical malpractice, Medicare, medical 

legalities, medical specialists, and the American Medical Association. 

  



Lunar Healing 

Energy Healing of certain body issues can be achieved when the Moon transits the 

different signs of the Zodiac. You’ll need to have a calendar on hand that shows 

you which sign the Moon transits on a given day. Visit your favorite energy healer 

when the Moon is in these signs to address the issues listed or perform your own 

personal healing by directing healing color to afflicted areas as specified. Note that 

the Lunar Zodiacal Correspondences listed here are NOT good times for medical 

procedures on the parts of the body listed under each Lunar Sign or the sign’s 

polarity (opposite sign). 

 

  

The Moon transiting the sign of Aries is the time to heal 

issues concerning physical exertion and muscular 

injuries, bladder and external sexual organ functions, 

head and face problems and any issues with taste. The 

Lunar healing color is Magenta. 

 

  

The Moon transiting the sign of Taurus is the time to 

heal issues concerning the skin, neck, throat, esophagus, 

thyroid and sense of touch. The Lunar healing color is 

Bright Blue. 

 

  

The Moon transiting the sign of Gemini is the time to 

heal issues concerning the respiratory system and lungs, 

arms, hands, shoulders, tongue, and sense of sight. The 

Lunar healing color is Bright Yellow. 

 

  

The Moon transiting the sign of Cancer is the time to 

heal issues concerning the chest, breasts, stomach, 

female functions, fluid retention, left eye in males and 

right eye in females. It is also a good time to address 

emotional stress. The Lunar healing color is Soft Pale 

Green. 

 

  

The Moon transiting the sign of Leo is the time to heal 

issues concerning the heart, upper back, and right eye in 

males, left eye in females and the spine. The Lunar 

healing color is Orange. 



 

  

The Moon transiting the sign of Virgo is the time to heal 

issues concerning the nervous system and intestines, 

bowels and general hygiene. It is also a good time to 

address nervous tension. The Lunar healing color is 

Indigo Blue. 

 

  

The Moon transiting the sign of Libra is the time to heal 

issues concerning the lower back, kidneys, ovaries, 

buttocks and basic metabolism and vasomotor system. 

The Lunar healing color is Lavender. 

 

  

The Moon transiting the sign of Scorpio is the time to 

heal issues concerning the gall bladder, reproductive 

organs, urinary bladder, colon, menstruation, rectum and 

urethral stricture. The Lunar healing color is Fuchsia. 

 

  

The Moon transiting the sign of Sagittarius is the time to 

heal issues concerning the arteries, liver, thighs, hips, 

hepatic system, right ear and sense of smell. The Lunar 

healing color is Turquoise. 

 

  

The Moon transiting the sign of Capricorn is the time to 

heal issues concerning the bones, teeth, knees, spleen, 

left ear and sense of hearing. The lunar healing color is 

Sage Green. 

 

  

The Moon transiting the sign of Aquarius is the time to 

heal issues concerning the ankle, lower legs, calves and 

circulation. The Lunar healing color is Electric Blue. 

 

  

The Moon transiting the sign of Pisces is the time to heal 

issues concerning the feet, sleep disturbances, 

addictions, glandular swellings and mucous discharges. 

The Lunar healing color is Aqua. 

  

 __________________________________________________________________ 

 



CRYSTAL THERAPY PRIMER 

Healing with Crystals 

 

The basic tenant of metaphysic teaches us that energy responds to intention. Once 

our intention is set upon healing another person not only do we become a conduit 

for healing but the energy of the crystals and stones we are using also pick up the 

vibration of the healing intention bringing forth their own inherent and special 

healing gifts. 

Nature is filled with Sacred Geometry and the Mineral Kingdom is no exception. 

Crystalline structures can be thought of as the Earth’s DNA storing the evolution 

of the planet. Science tells us that crystals formed from the same mineral or 

combination of minerals can crystallize differently. The outward expression of a 

crystal is based upon its internal order although the outer form may not always 

reflect what is going on at the heart or core of the crystal. At the inner most center 

of a crystal is its atomic structure spinning or rotating at a particular frequency or 

vibration.  

This represents the energy of a crystal and is what a sensitive person feels when 

handling a crystal.  It should be remembered that stones and crystals share the 

same electromagnetic patterning and atomic structure as the Earth, the human 

body, and all other creatures and entities. Surrounding the center is Sacred 

Geometry as chosen by Nature upon which the crystal is built. This internal 

structure is believed to be constant and unchanging.   



“In mineralogy and crystallography, a crystal structure is a unique arrangement is a 

unique arrangement of atoms in a crystal. A crystal structure is composed of a unit 

cell, a set of atoms arranged in a particular way; which is periodically repeated in 

three dimensions on a lattice. The spacing between unit cells in various directions 

is called its lattice parameters. The symmetry properties of the crystal are 

embodied in its space group. A crystal's structure and symmetry play a role in 

determining many of its properties, such as cleavage, electronic band structure, and 

optical properties.” – Wikipedia online 

There are six crystal systems that delineate their symmetry - Isometric, 

Orthorhombic, Tetragonal, Monoclinic, Hexagonal, and Triclinic.  

ISOMETRIC – block like or ball like with many similar symmetrical faces 

forming as cubes, octahedrons and dodecahedrons. Sodalite, Fluorite, Garnet, 

Lapis, Galena, and Pyrite are a few examples. 

ORTORHOMBIC – short stubby diamond shaped or rectangular at the cross 

section forming as four sided prisms, pyramids and pinacoids (an open form with 

two parallel faces). Examples are Sulphur, Cat’s Eye, Peridot, Topaz, and 

Marcasite. 

TETRAGONAL – long, slender, and needle like forming as four sided prisms, 

pyramids, and dipyramids. Examples are Rutile, Cassiterite, Apophyllite, and 

Zircon. 

MONOCLINIC – stubby with tilted matching faces at opposite ends forming as 

prisms and pinacoids. Examples are Malachite, Azurite, Chrysocolla, Jade, 

Selenite, and Serpentine. 

HEXAGONAL (TRIGONAL) – prismatic or columnar with rounded triangular 

or  hexagonal cross section forming as six sided prisms, pyramids, and 

rhombehedrons.  Examples are Tourmaline, Beryl, Quartz, Cinnabar, Hematite, 

Calcite, Dioptase, and Apatite. 

TRICLINIC – flat with sharp edges and a thin cross section with no right angles 

forming as pinacoids.  Examples are Turquoise, Wulfenite, and Feldspar. 

Here are the geometric forms of crystal structure: 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mineralogy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crystallography
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crystal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atom
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bravais_lattice
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Symmetry
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Space_group
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cleavage_%28crystal%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Band_structure
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crystal_optics


The Platonic Solids 

 

The 5 Platonic solids (Tetrahedron, Cube or (Hexahedron), Octahedron, 

Dodecahedron & Icosahedron) are ideal, primal models of crystal patterns that 

occur throughout the world of minerals in countless variations.  

These are the only five regular polyhedra, that is, the only five solids made from 

the same equilateral, equiangular polygons. To the Greeks, these solids symbolized 

fire, earth, air, spirit (or ether) and water respectively.  

The cube and octahedron are duals, meaning that one can be created by connecting 

the midpoints of the faces of the other.  

The icosahedron and dodecahedron are also duals of each other, and three mutually 

perpendicular, mutually bisecting golden rectangles can be drawn connecting their 

vertices and midpoints, respectively.  

The tetrahedron is a dual to itself.  

The Chakras which are the spinning energy vortexes of the human body are also 

subject to Sacred Geometry as it comes to us via the Five Platonic Solids. Please 

note the similarity between the geometry of the Chakras known as Polyhedra 

(equal angles, faces and vertices or points) and crystalline structures.  

 



 

Healing with crystals is a very ancient modality. Archeology has shown that the 

knowledge and use of crystals, minerals, and gemstones dates back to the Stone 

Age.  Ancient cultures revered crystals and stones and engaged them not only for 

healing purposes but also for communication and prophesying. Many people 

believe that these ‘magickal rocks’ particularly Quartz was used extensively for 

advanced technology in Lemuria and Atlantis. Even a skeptic would have to open a 

more objective eye to this concept when we already know that something as simple 



as a ham radio can be powered by the tiniest solo piece of crystal (Galena) without 

the aid of batteries or household electric current. 

Along with the ancient alchemists, contemporary scientists and physicists have 

researched the properties of crystals and stones. We know that the magnetism 

produced by an electric current is inherent in the atomic structure of certain stones. 

Human beings are also magnetic and electrical so a natural tie can be made. 

Esoterically speaking, mystics, shamans, and quantum physicists perceive that 

electromagnetic energy is the physical source of ether or the fifth element (along 

with the elements fire, earth, air, and water) in which all creatures exist. From this 

viewpoint, the relationship between magnetism and electricity can be seen as 

bridging the gap between physical reality and other worldly reality. Hence, crystals 

and stones also as a bridge between those realities. 

We are all children of the Universe and our bodies represent the Cosmos in 

miniature. We are attuned to not only Mother Earth but also Father Sky and our 

human bodies are the vehicles through which we experience all there is to 

experience. Everything happens within the body. The body is your house. It is 

place where you go to make change happen. Did you ever hear the expression, “If 

you want change, you must first clean up your house?” All psychic phenomena and 

psychological conditions occur within the body – we go into our ‘houses’ to find 

the answers from our mind, feelings, and instincts (rational, emotional, and 

psychic). During a Crystal Healing, assistance for these internal answers comes 

from the Kingdom of Stone buried at the heart of the Earth and from the Kingdom 

of Light through the Hand of God. Crystal Therapists understand the Mineral 

Kingdom as a Universal Energy that is used for healing under the auspices of the 

Higher Will and Divine Law of God. The power of crystals and stones work 

through the higher consciousness of the individual being healed. A Crystal 

Therapist like any other energy healer houses no great personal power. They 

simply help to direct Universal energies through use of the Mineral Kingdom to 

further the propagation of the Light and Love for the good of all. Crystal Therapy 

is a serious healing modality which requires right attitude and right action. Nothing 

less is acceptable. 

Excerpts from the Crystal Therapy Primer – Crystal Consciousness in Contemporary Times by 

Loni Haas Copyright 2007 All Rights Reserved 

 

   

 



Relieving Energy Blocks 

 

Today, more and more people are making the “life force” mind/body/spiritual 

connection and the integral part of this connection is the balancing of the chakras. 

In simplest terms, the chakras are spinning wheels of conscious energy within the 

body. They are rotating vortexes where energy enters and exits. They are thought 

to have different diameters depending upon how much energy is going in and out 

at a particular time. There are many chakras within and without the body. For 

purposes of this article the Seven Primary Major Chakras will be addressed. It 

should be noted thought that each of the Seven Primary Major Chakras projects 

energy out to up to 50 Minor Chakras. These Seven Chakras also have Etheric 

counterparts within the body known as Tan Tien. There are also Secondary Major 

Chakras, Tertiary Minor Chakras, Quarternary, and Quinternary Chakras. Most of 

these are engaged during acupuncture and accupressure treatments. The chakras 

also carry physical body associations. 

The Seven Major Chakras and their human associations are: 

      ROOT (Muladhara) – Basic Survival and Security 

      SACRAL (Svadasthana) – Procreation and Sex Drive 



      SOLAR PLEXUS (Manipurak) – Power, “Knowing”, and Gut Feeling 

      HEART (Anahata) – Love and Acceptance 

      THROAT (Vishudhi) – Communication and Speaking One’s Truth 

      BROW (Ajuna) – 3rd Eye and Psychic Perceptions 

      CROWN (Sahasrara) – Connection to Higher Levels of Consciousness 

  

The Seven Major Chakras and their bodily and psychological associations are: 

 ROOT (Pelvic floor) – Lower back pain, sciatica, hemorrhoids, 

constipation, obesity and other weight problems. Psychological – 

frustration, rage, fear and depression. 

  

 SACRAL (Abdominal area) – Fertility and gynecological problems, 

sexual potency, kidney problems, muscle cramps and spasms. 

Psychological – despair, hopelessness, overindulgence and neediness. 

  

 SOLAR PLEXUS (between Navel and Chest) – Food allergies, 

digestive disorders, diabetes, gallstones, arthritis, ulcers, liver 

disorders and eating disorders. Psychological – feelings of weakness 

or loss, anxiety, guilt and doubt. 

  

 HEART (center of Chest) - Heart conditions, lung problems, asthma, 

allergies, fatigue, breast cancer, bronchitis, pneumonia and thymus 

gland issues and auto-immune response. Psychological – loss, grief, 

anguish and worthlessness. 

  

 THROAT (center of Neck) -  Thyroid conditions, sore throats, loss of 

voice such as in laryngitis, mouth ulcers, teeth and gum conditions, 

headaches and ear infections. Psychological – repression, lack of 

inspiration and inability to honor intuition and psychic receptivity. 

  

 BROW (between the Brows) - Pituitary gland issues, endocrine gland 

disorders, brain tumors, blindness and deafness. Psychological – 

obsession, insanity and unwillingness to learn from others and/or 

failure to acknowledge “inner” wisdom. 



 

By increasing awareness of the spiritual connection to your body you can 

identify unresolved issues that could be creating physical health issues. The 

goal of course is to have all Seven Chakras in alignment which can be 

achieved through balancing. Crystal balancing requires color meditation and 

application of crystals or stones. For this exercise we will be using simple 

crystals and stones that are easy to acquire and are generally readily 

purchasable.  

They are Red Jasper -Root, Orange Calcite – Sacral, Citrine – Solar Plexus, 

and Aventurine – Heart, Blue Agate - Throat, Lapis Lazuli – Brow and 

Amethyst – Crown.  



 

ENERGY BLOCK HEALING MEDITATION 

Lie down in a comfortable place and relax. Breathe in deeply through your nose 

and exhale out of your mouth. Repeat three times. You will be sending energized 

color to your chakras during this exercise along with the energy of the 

corresponding crystals. To accomplish ‘color sending’ simply envision the color in 

the area then sense it and feel it there. Place the Red Jasper at the base of your 

spine for the Root Chakra (you will need to open your legs slightly to do this). 

Close your eyes and send the color RED to your root chakra in the pelvic floor. 

Meditate on RED envisioning that its energetic is growing and enlarging until it 

reaches the Sacral Chakra. Apply the Orange Calcite to your abdominal area below 

the navel. Send the color ORANGE to your Sacral Chakra in the abdomen and 

envision it growing and enlarging until it reaches the Solar Plexus. Apply the 

Citrine to the center of your body between the navel and chest bone. Send the color 

YELLOW to your Sacral Chakra and envision it growing and enlarging until it 

reaches the Heart Chakra. Apply the Aventurine to the center of your chest and 

send the color GREEN to your Heart Chakra and envision it growing and enlarging 

until it reaches the Throat Chakra. Apply the Blue Agate to the center of your 



throat and send the color BLUE to your Throat Chakra and envision it growing and 

enlarging until it reaches your Brow Chakra. Apply the Lapis to the area between 

your eyebrows and send the color INDIGO to your Brow Chakra and envision it 

growing and enlarging until it reaches your Crown Chakra. Place the Amethyst at 

the top your head and send the color VIOLET to your Crown Chakra. Relax and 

breathe. When you feel re-energized remove your crystals and sit up and stretch. 

 Don’t forget to cleanse or clear your crystals so they are ready for your next 

healing session!  

Be well! 

 

 

  

 



Crystal Detox with Hygeia and Chiron 

Crystal healing combined with planetary vibrations and tones has been known and 

used for centuries by Stellar Healers. The great research advances in the art and 

science of astrology have brought to light further information regarding various 

other heavenly bodies and there is virtually no reason why the energies of certain 

asteroids cannot be employed in etheric/body healing. At the top of list are the 

asteroid Hygeia and the planetoid Chiron. 

HYGEIA is the astrological asteroid of health and wellness. 

 

As the mythological daughter of Asclepius the ancient doctor and healer, Hygeia 

represents personal attitude towards understanding and maintaining health of body 

and mind. All forms of ‘health balance’ including detoxification and cleanliness 

fall under the jurisdiction of Hygeian energy. Therefore, Crystal Detox using 

stones and colors connected to Hygeia is very powerful and should be approached 

with right action, proper mind set and deep consciousness. This healing focuses on 

the Sacral Chakra which is also associated with detoxification and purification. 

The vibration of this chakra directs life force energy into building a strong immune 



system thus keeping the physical body active and functional. It is most important 

that this chakra remain in good balance so the life force stays buoyant keeping the 

body safe from disease and emotional imbalance. 

The color orange, ranging from golden orange to dark amber is widely accepted as 

being related to the Sacral Chakra and to the goddess Hygeia. She is often depicted 

as a stalwart maiden clothed in an orange and gold gown. The snake she handles in 

most artistic renditions is either orange or orange-gold. 

Most people today consider the word “detox” to mean clearing the body of 

impurities in order to regain and retain good health. This includes boosting the 

body’s ability to lose unneeded weight which is normally handled by the body’s 

elimination processes.  

The hectic and stressful life style prevalent in today’s society often leads to 

imbalances of too much intense activity trying to get everything done ‘yesterday’ 

aggravated by poor nutrition choices such as fast foods or adversely skipping 

meals. The Sacral Chakra controls the “appetite” in and references it with regard to 

food, life pleasures and sex. Hygeia also rules the diet particularly dietary 

imbalances so the association of Hygeia and the Sacral Chakra is a fine etheric 

match. 

The following will be need to perform this Detox – an orange cloth, mat or blanket 

large enough to lie on and that will surround the entire body for at least a foot 

around the circumference, one piece of smoky quartz (grounding; dissolution of 

fear), one piece of sulphur (negativity absorption) and one piece of quartz crystal 

with one pointed end (energy amplification; cleansing).  

 

 

  

 



DIRECTIONS: 

  

1. Choose a time that will allow for the session. This is a short session of about 

5 minutes that also requires a post relaxation period of 5-10 minutes. 15 

minutes total. 

  

2. Put on comfortable loose clothing preferably in a light color (white is best). 

Remove all jewelry and your shoes. Pockets should be empty. 

  

3. Select a quiet well-lit place where you will not be interrupted by other 

people phones, cell phones, radios, or television.  

  

4. Drink some water (at least 4 ounces) and go to the bathroom if necessary. 

  

5. Spread down your mat/blanket. Sit down with your legs spread out in front 

of you slightly open and place the Smoky Quartz between your feet ground 

and anchor yourself. Lie down on your back. 

  

6. Place the Sulphur on your lower abdomen over the Sacral Chakra and just 

below it place the Quartz with the point aiming at your feet 

  

7. Spread your arms slightly apart from your body with the palms of your 

hands facing up. 

  

8. Take a deep breath in through your nose and exhale out through your mouth. 

Repeat two more times. 

  

9. Stay in this layout for 5 minutes and then remove the stones. When you are 

ready, sit up and have some more water. 

  

10. Don’t forget to cleanse the stones so they are ready for the next session. 

(NOTE: It is not advisable to run Sulphur under water for cleansing. 

Running it through some Sage smoke or placing it near some Citrine is fine.) 

  

11. Repeat this Detox every three to four days until the desired result is 

acquired. 

  



REFERENCE LAYOUT DIAGRAM FOR HYGEIAN DETOX 

 

CHIRON is the astrological representative of healing and self-integration that 

comes from emotional wounds and deep levels of hurt. 

 



The planetoid Chiron has become increasingly important in astrological analysis in 

recent years. In mythology Chiron the centaur is known as the Wounded Healer 

and Teacher who instructed other mythological greats such as Hercules, Achilles, 

Jason and Asclepius in the arts of warfare and healing.  

Chiron suffered a wound which could not heal because he was immortal yet from 

his pain came great wisdom and internal healing. In astrology, Chiron represents 

deep and painful blockages that must be overcome before healing and resolution 

can take place. Chirotic energy works with all the chakras and with the total life 

force particularly focusing on the immune system of the body. The Chiron Detox 

stimulates all natural healing processes and redresses balance of bodily 

assimilation as it supports and aids the fight against harmful external influences. 

 



The stone Turquoise is a promoter of self-realization and is thought to protect 

against negative external influences and help the individual to recognize causes of 

emotional pain and unhappiness while learning how to master these causes. It 

balances and aligns all the chakras and strengthens the meridians of the body. 

Turquoise therefore is the perfect crystal association for the energy of Chiron.  

The color yellow is a high vibrational hue that contains more light than any other 

color in the visible spectrum.  It is thought to dispel fear, lift the spirit and give 

hope as well as a sense of ease. Yellow is also the color of balanced mentality and 

intelligence that makes it possible to digest information and incorporate it into 

positive self-value.  

The combined vibration of Chirotic energy, Turquoise stones and the color yellow 

clears away blockages from the past (including past lives) and encourages the 

identification and assimilation processes of the body so that healing can take place. 

The following will be need to perform this Detox – a yellow cloth,  mat or blanket 

large enough to lie on and that will surround the entire body for at least a foot 

around the circumference and nine turquoise stones. 

 

DIRECTIONS: 

1. Choose a time that will allow for the session. This is a short session of about 

6-10 minutes that also requires a post relaxation period of 5-10 minutes. 20 

minutes total at most. 

  

2. Put on comfortable loose clothing preferably in a light color (white is best). 

Remove all jewelry and your shoes. Pockets should be empty. 

  

3. Select a quiet well-lit place where you will not be interrupted by other 

people phones, cell phones, radios, or television.  

  



4. Drink some water (at least 4 ounces) and go to the bathroom if necessary. 

  

5. Spread down your mat/blanket. Sit down with your legs spread out in front 

of you slightly open and place one Turquoise stone between your feet, one 

below your feet and one on each side of your thighs. After you lie back place 

a stone on each side of your shoulders, one above your head and one stone in 

each of the palms of your hand.  

  

6. Take a deep breath in through your nose and exhale out of your mouth. 

Repeat three times. 

  

7. Remain in this position for 6-10 minutes. When you are done remove the the 

stones and rest quietly for 5-10 minutes and the resume your usual activity. 

  

8. Don’t forget to cleanse the stones so they are ready for the next session. 

  

9. This Detox can be repeated daily. It is your choice. 

REFERENCE LAYOUT DIAGRAM FOR CHIRON DETOX 

 

__________________________________________________________________ 



HEALING WITH HYGEIA, CHIRON AND 

OPHIUCHUS 

Hygeia, Chiron and Ophiuchus are the Stellar Healers of the Cosmos. Learn about 

how their influence in your life can give a better understanding of health and 

wellness. 

 

In mythology, Hygeia is the daughter of the famed healer and physician 

Asclepius who astrologers also recognize as the 13th sign of the zodiac, Ophiuchus 

the serpent handler. In natal astrology, Hygeia is the asteroid that represents one’s 

attitude toward health and wellness.  Hygeia often shows up by transit when an 

individual is experiencing a health issue or imbalance and helps to define the actual 

problem by sign and house posits, medical degree, aspect or midpoint. The glyph 

or sigil of Hygeia resembles the caduceus or Rod of Hermes (a staff entwined by 

two snakes) which is also the well-known and recognizable symbol of the 

American Medical Association. 



Hygeia governs sanitation, hygiene, ecology, preservation, discovery of vaccines, 

medical and alternative health organizations, fitness and exercise, places of 

meditation and recovery and all venues that recognize the link between mind, body 

and spirit. Hygeia is also associated with physical, mental and chemical 

imbalances. 

Here are some “Hygeian Potentials” by associations to astrological signs and 

houses.  Please consult a professional astrologer for your personal birthdate 

Hygeian information. 

HYGEIA IN THE NATAL SIGNS 

<HYGEIA IN ARIES> 

Anything “Aries” is always “busy” wasting no time so this combination tends to 

have little patience for illness. It takes a good deal for them to actually be 

overcome by illness and when this happens it should be taken as a sign that they 

need to slow down. Generally, they maintain a healthy lifestyle and enjoy fitness 

programs that are challenging.  

Hygeian Hall of Fame:  Highly respected reincarnationist and past life therapist 

Joan Grant (a Sun Aries) had natal Hygeia in Aries (health pioneer) in the 10th 

house (career and public recognition). It served as the apex or focal point of the T-

square (plenty of action) with Jupiter in Cancer in the 1st house (benevolent 

spiritual projection) opposed (awareness of responsibility) Mars in Capricorn in the 

7th House (working with the public as an authority on the subject). Joan worked 

closely with her husband psychiatrist Dr. Denys Kelsey with his past life 

progression work from patients suffering from unexplained mental trauma. Joan’s 

innate ability to tap into the past life of another using her ‘far memory’ technique 

saved many from having to ‘relive trauma’ which is often associated with 

regression techniques. Her ‘delivery of analysis’ after rooting out the issue was 

swift and usually so was the patient’s recovery.  

Read more about Joan Grant in the 9th GATE under Psychic Receptivity. 

<HYGEIA IN TAURUS> 

Health is tied to comfort and satisfaction. Diet is sometimes an issue due to a 

desire to over-indulge in food or drink or other bad habits. Taurus is the sign of 

resilience and strength and a positively aspected Hygeia in this sign generally 

shows good immunity and the capacity to bounce back from illness. As Taurus is 

http://www.thegalaxyexpress.com/9th-gate


also a very stubborn and obstinate sign, often the individual’s attitude causes 

illness if they refuse to move forward in life when they should. 

Hygeian Hall of Fame: Recent studies have linked a harshly aspected Hygeia to 

pedophilia and sexual abuse. Actor Woody Allen whose one time girlfriend, 

actress Mia Farrow, accused him of sexually abusing her adopted daughter Soon–

Yi has a poorly and harshly aspected Hygeia in Taurus. Hygeia is conjunct Uranus 

in Taurus (interest in sexual experimentation), square Mars and Pluto (capacity for 

violence and control), sesquiquadrate Neptune (problems balancing fantasy with 

reality) and semi-square Chiron (personal unresolved wounds). Although the judge 

in the case concluded that sex abuse charges were inconclusive (mainly because 

Farrow could not prove the girl was underage at the time of the alleged incident) he 

did call Allen’s conduct with Soon-Yi, “grossly inappropriate.” 

<HYGEIA IN GEMINI> 

This combination often describes one who is somewhat of a self-made health guru 

who is very into physical fitness and/or sports. They are often walking-talking 

fitness encyclopedias who are constantly gathering knowledge on health 

issues.  As Gemini is a mental sign, there is no problem understanding the link 

between mind and body… as a matter of fact the mind of this Hygeian will never 

let the body get lazy! 

Hygeian Hall of Fame: Renowned actress Angelina Jolie Pitt maintains a stringent 

exercise and health program making it possible for her to do much of her own 

movie stunt work. Her natal Hygeia in Gemini (flexibility) is conjunct her natal 

Sun in Gemini (vitalized movement). This pair is trined by Pluto in Libra (balance 

of transformation) and opposed by Neptune in Sagittarius (awareness of the 

benefits of pushing boundaries). On a personal level, Angelina feels it is important 

that she set a good physically healthy example for her own children and for other 

young people. That deserves a huge round of applause! 

<HYGEIA IN CANCER> 

Those with Hygeia in Cancer don’t just worry about their own health … they 

worry about the health of family, friends and even the neighbor’s dog! This is a 

very sensitive and caring placement for Hygeia and health can be closely linked to 

the home environment. Any disruptions in the home or in the work environment 

may spark bouts of ill health both physical and mental. Hygeia in this sign has an 

uncanny knack for understanding proper dietary requirements and they often enjoy 

cooking and inventing healthy snacks for others. 



Hygeian Hall of Fame: Health guru Richard Simmons and famous fitness icon Jack 

LaLanne have Hygeia in Cancer. Richard’s Hygeia is conjunct his Sun both in 

Cancer (health awareness tied to caring and the desire to bring light to others - he 

tends to treat his clients like family!) and Jack’s is in an out of sign conjunction 

with Neptune (Jack had a popular exercise, fitness and health [Hygeia] TV 

program [Neptune] in the 1950’s. He can still be seen today promoting the Jack 

LaLanne Juicer on TV showing folks how to maintain a healthy body by “juicing” 

with fresh fruits and vegetables [Cancer loves to cook!]).  

<HYGEIA IN LEO> 

The individual with Hygeia in Leo literally takes pride in his/her health and often 

finds inventive and fun ways to maintain health. They might even have hobbies 

and pastimes linked with health. When they don’t “feel well” they believe they 

cannot “project well” so personal accomplishment becomes marred or disrupted 

and Leo certainly will not tolerate anything less than majestic.  

Hygeian Hall of Fame: Comedian and actor Freddie Prinze Sr. was at the top of his 

profession when depression took over and he committed suicide by a self-inflicted 

gunshot wound to the head at 3:30 am on the morning of January 28, 1977 in Los 

Angeles. Transit Saturn (death of the body) and progressed Mars (gunshot) sat at 

the midpoint of his natal Hygeia/Midheaven all in Leo and all were opposed by the 

transiting Sun (threat to vitality, change of worldly status). Progressed Hygeia 

conjoined his natal Pluto (need to transform the death of the mind by depression) 

while transiting Neptune (suicide) opposed both. The strongly afflicted Leo theme 

represents death of the EGO.  

<HYGEIA IN VIRGO> 

More than any other sign health is highlighted when Hygeia is in Virgo.  This sign 

has an innate understanding of the links between mind, body and spirit and 

generally maintains a healthy daily regimen of good diet, exercise and above all 

hygiene (Virgo understands the need for personal cleanliness and a clean 

environment)! When they ignore their own self-imposed health program they tend 

to feel very guilty and fully understand that there will be a price to pay. This is a 

sign that needs to be organized so when life becomes disorganized, health suffers.  

Hygeian Hall of Fame: Still considered “The World’s Greatest Magician,” Harry 

Houdini died of fatal peritonitis from a ruptured appendix on October 31, 1926 at 

1:26 pm in Montreal, Canada. At that time transiting Hygeia was in the sign of 

Virgo conjunct his natal Jupiter also in Virgo (Virgo rules both the appendix and 



peritonitis). Hygeia and Jupiter were being opposed by transiting Uranus in Pisces 

(unexpected happening requiring hospitalization).  Houdini ignored the searing 

pain above his right hip, a sign of liver disease, until his appendix ruptured, 

causing fatal peritonitis. There is speculation that Houdini may have actually had 

liver disease that instigated the rupture. His natal Jupiter at 26°Virgo rules the iliac 

nerve and transiting Hygeia at 22°Virgo rules the capsule and ligament of the liver. 

<HYGEIA IN LIBRA> 

Imbalance is the key to ill health for this sign. Hygeia in Libra often connects good 

health and proper hygiene with beauty. This combination has been known to harp 

on others who they feel are unhealthy, dirty or disheveled. They are always more 

than willing to share their very good insight regarding health maintenance with 

others and tend to get upset if their advice should fall on deaf ears! 

Hygeian Hall of Fame: The Great Seer Edgar Cayce had Hygeia in the sign of 

Libra in the 12th House. He spent most of his adult lifetime doling out unbelievably 

correct medical advice (Hygeia) that he received through meditative trances (12th 

House) to the public with wonderful diplomacy and caring (Libra).  

Read more about Edgar Cayce in the 9th GATE under Psychic Receptivity. 

<HYGEIA IN SCORPIO> 

The sign of Scorpio is never satisfied until “all the rocks have been overturned” 

and “connections of truth” have been discerned. Natal Hygeia in Scorpio indicates 

a never–ending interest in the links that connect the psyche with physical 

health.  Scorpionic energy is very “cyclic” so with reference to Hygeia the 

individual will undergo cycles of ill and good health during the lifetime 

particularly in the area of sexual health and procreation. 

Hygeian Hall of Fame:  Marc Edmund Jones PhD, the Dean of American 

Astrology, had Hygeia in Scorpio in the 12th House. Jones was an astrological 

innovator whose work was dedicated to finding competent rather than superficial 

answers to the problems of life. Jones brought a good deal of in-depth 

psychology  (Scorpio/12th) to astrology through his masterful research and study in 

order to ease and balance the human condition through a healthy understanding 

(Hygeia) of personal motivation. 

Read more about Dr. Marc Edmund Jones in the 9th GATE under Psychic 
Receptivity. 
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<HYGEIA IN SAGITTARIUS> 

Individuals with Hygeia in Sagittarius tend to have a global view of health and like 

to see how health fits into the big picture. Those who become educated in the 

medical or health fields often teach or lecture. They are often highly visionary and 

must be careful to keep their health wisdom grounded in truth and practicality. 

Hygeian Hall of Fame: Dr. Phil (McGraw), the media’s psychological health guru 

has Hygeia in Sagittarius in a stellium with Chiron and the asteroid Ceres (a total 

visionary healing package!). His Hygeian energy is very busy being influenced by 

a square from the Sun (EGO/Health needs in action but a tendency to get carried 

away at times as evidenced by his 2003 attempt to sell weight loss products that 

ended in a lawsuit), trines from Venus and Pluto (the power to transform through 

love and social interaction), a semi-sextile from Mars (pioneering action) and a 

sextile from Neptune (supportive service and the media). The popular TV show 

The Doctors which doles out daily health and medical advice was created by Dr. 

Phil. 

<HYGEIA IN CAPRICORN> 

Those with natal Hygeia in Capricorn often seek wisdom about personal and global 

health issues. They are willing to put long hard hours into serious study and 

research until solutions are found. This position is often seen in the charts of 

doctors, health officials or health authorities.  

Hygeian Hall of Fame: The first successful human to human heart transplant 

performed by Dr. Christiaan Barnard took place on December 3, 1967 in Cape 

Town, South Africa. On that day transiting Hygeia was in the sign of Capricorn 

(health wisdom based upon experience) and by aspect was in an out of sign 

conjunction with Mars in Aquarius (high tech surgery). It was being trined (ease of 

action) by transiting Uranus and Pluto conjoined in Virgo (transformative and 

innovative health processes) and sextiled (opportunity) by Neptune in Scorpio 

(ultimate healing from the deepest levels). Hygeia squared the transiting Nodal 

Axis that day indicating this procedure action affected mass destiny. 

<HYGEIA IN AQUARIUS> 

Those with Hygeia in Aquarius tend to be concerned about the health of the planet 

and are interested in modern advances in health, medicine and ecology. On a 

personal level they enjoy keeping fit with friends and tend to join fitness and/or 

sports groups. 



Hygeian Hall of Fame:  One of history’s greatest benefactors of humanity, Louis 

Pasteur had natal Hygeia in Aquarius. He solved the mysteries of rabies, anthrax, 

chicken cholera, and silkworm diseases, and contributed to the development of the 

first vaccines (Hygeia is a ruler of vaccines along with Neptune).  Pasteur also 

coined the word virus which means poison. He is best known for ‘Pasteurization’, 

which prevents milk and wine from going sour. Pasteur’s Hygeia is conjoined with 

the North Node indicating that his research and finding would be tied to his destiny 

and to the destiny of the world-at-large. Other aspects include semi-sextiles to the 

Sun and Venus (notoriety for his work), a trine to Jupiter (scientific advances), a 

square to Saturn (sound findings through dedicated work) and a sextile to Pluto 

(opportunities through research and experimentation). 

<HYGEIA IN PISCES> 

The spiritual health and physical maintenance of the world is most important to the 

person with this placement of natal Hygeia. These individuals can see the links 

between physical and spiritual health and are more than willing to put themselves 

into service so they can to share these insights with everyone. A well aspected 

Hygeia Pisces can even produce a global leader whose aim is preservation of 

natural resources. On the personal level, Hygeia in Pisces can indicate that there 

will bouts of illness in the hospital during the lifetime. 

Hygeian Hall of Fame: According to famous Forest Conservationist Julia 

Butterfly-Hill, "The common thread humanity shares is that we are all children of 

the Earth. We all need clean air and water for our survival. We are all planetary 

citizens, and the ancient trees are living, breathing elders that remind us to respect 

and honor that which we cannot replace." This sentiment is well described by her 

natal Hygeia in Pisces conjunct Mercury and sextiled by the Moon and semi-

sextiled by Chiron (public servant and spokesperson reminding the children of 

Earth that they alone are responsible for maintaining clean conditions so the future 

can be preserved. By doing less we only hurt ourselves. Less hygiene means more 

filth and dis-ease). 

HYGEIA IN THE NATAL HOUSES 

HYGEIA IN THE 1ST HOUSE 

Individuals with Hygeia in the 1st House are always cognizant of how they are 

feeling health wise on a daily level. They always seek out new ways to improve 

their health and general well-being. Some with Hygeia in the 1st House suffer from 

childhood illness and these experiences teach them the importance of ‘body 



balance’ while others live in an early environment where being ‘seen’ as healthy 

was promoted. Those with a 1st House Hygeia should avoid a rash use of physical 

energy which could lead to depletion. They must learn moderation in order to 

insure good health. 

Hygeian locations associated with the 1st House: Gyms, public health centers, 

health product manufacturers. 

Possible health issues associated with the 1st House: complexion and diseases of 

the face, physical constitution, cravings, eye problems, halitosis (bad breath), and 

skull. 

HYGEIA IN THE 2ND HOUSE 

The general energetic nature of the 2nd House constitutes a desire to prove self-

worth and when Hygeia is found here self-esteem is often linked to health. When 

the individual becomes obsessed with proving or marketing the Self a great deal of 

strain is placed on the body physically and mentally. Poor eating habits ranging 

from neglect of eating to gluttony are common. There is also some propensity to 

consume food high in carbohydrates and sugars. Those with Hygeia in the 2nd 

House need to take time out for relaxation, rest and above all just be themselves. If 

so inclined, some with this placement will earn money as a healer. 

Hygeian locations associated with the 2nd House: Financial institutions that offer 

health savings accounts, public health gardens and places of relaxation. 

Possible health issues associated with the 2nd House:  ears, general metabolism, 

neck and glands, throat and vocal chords. 

HYGEIA IN THE 3RD HOUSE 

Those with Hygeia in the 3rd House can experience adverse bodily reactions to 

environmental stress. Their nerves are most likely to suffer from mundane 

pressures so mental health is featured in their lives. They have a great interest in 

the links between the mind and body and like to study health issues. 

Hygeian locations associated with the 3rd House: meditative atmospheres, 

bookstores or libraries specializing in literature (books and magazines) about 

general health, wellness and diet, health distribution centers, health education 

centers, health publishers, health organizations that offer body prosthetics. 



Possible health issues associated with the 3rd House:  arms, asthma, collarbones, 

fingers and fingernails, dexterity and movement, hands (fractures and ailments), 

nervous system and reflexes, perception problems, shoulders (fractures and 

ailments), vocal organ disorders. 

HYGEIA IN THE 4TH HOUSE 

Early conditioning can affect how 4th House Hygeians maintain their health when 

they become adults. Negative childhood conditioning can cause repressed issues 

that can manifest as chronic health problems in middle life (ages 42-49).  As 

adults, health is often linked to domestic conditions and disruptions on the home 

front can trigger illness. Often those with this placement become overly concerned 

for the health of their family members. 

Hygeian locations associated with the 4th House: Environmental clean-up and 

maintenance organizations, home sanitation companies, areas of organic crop 

agriculture (testing institutes and organic crop farms), landscaped self-

rehabilitation gardens or orchards, female health organizations that offer 

prosthetics (i.e. breast prosthetics).  

Possible health issues associated with the 4th House: chest and breasts, disorders of 

digestive organs and juices, physical strength, stomach disorders, afflictions of the 

uterus and womb. 

HYGEIA IN THE 5TH HOUSE 

Self-acceptance is the key to good health for those with Hygeia in the 5th 

House.  The 5th House is traditionally the House of Love and represents the need to 

feel love and be accepted from those around them. Too much emotional 

expenditure in the pursuit of ‘love’ can result in health problems if those ‘need’ are 

not met satisfactorily. Learning to love the Self first lessens chaos and promotes 

wellbeing. 5th House Hygeians like to strategize plans on how to stay healthy. They 

may have hobbies and pastimes connected to health and will spend time planning 

healthy diets and creative exercise programs for their children. 

Hygeian locations associated with the 5th House: Spas, resorts that promote health 

programs and relaxation. 

Possible health issues associated with the 5th House: upper half and sides of the 

back, back of the shoulders,  birth control and conception, heart (diseases and 

ailments), pregnancy and procreation,  promiscuity, sexual intercourse. 



HYGEIA IN THE 6TH HOUSE 

In traditional astrology, the 6th House is directly concerned with health matters. 

Health can be a problem for those with Hygeia in the 6th House and it is often 

necessary to develop a sound daily regimen. A prominent issue is lack of self-

esteem which is based on feelings of guilt. As the 6th House is also the House of 

Service, those with Hygeia placed here often feel they are not doing enough for 

others and the price they pay for ‘approval’ is illness because they have ignored 

their own needs. The lack of proper balance of priorities can lead to excessive 

nervousness, intestinal disorders and sugar problems. When balance is achieved 

and if Hygeia is well aspected, this position can also produce a great healer for 

example - Dr. Christiaan Barnard the first surgeon to successfully perform a human 

to human heart transplant had Hygeia in the 6th in Sagittarius a global sign.  

Hygeian locations associated with the 6th House: Public hygiene facilities, 

sanitation companies, healing/sick rooms, massage therapy centers, health centers 

that offer free vaccines, products and information to the public, dental hygiene 

offices. 

Possible health issues associated with the 6th House: the abdomen, assimilation of 

food, bowels, diets, intestines and intestinal afflictions, physical weakness.  

HYGEIA IN THE 7TH HOUSE 

Psychology plays an important role when Hygeia is posited in the 7th House 

because self-identification may be lacking. Traditionally the 7th House is the House 

of Relationships and Teamwork where ‘reliance’ is placed upon another or others 

in order to feel secure and happy. Too much co-dependence can bring about 

imbalances in the form of emotional and mental stress. In some cases a spouse may 

suffer ill health and require nurturing and personal care <or vice versa> so the role 

of caregiver is one of the manifestations of Hygeia in the 7th House. When working 

positively, Hygeia in the 7th House can also indicate sharing physical fitness 

regimes with others as a healthy outlet. 

Hygeian locations associated with the 7th House: National and International health 

organizations, social events that promote health consciousness. 

Possible health issues associated with the 7th House:  lower half of back, flanks of 

the body (sides), buttocks, haunches, kidney diseases and afflictions, loins, ovaries. 

HYGEIA IN THE 8TH HOUSE 



This is a difficult posit for Hygeia. The 8th House represents strong psychological 

ramifications that can and will deteriorate physical health via chronic ailments that 

can take a long time to manifest and heal. There is however the ability to persevere 

and a desire to study in order to understand the hidden undercurrents of health. If 

poorly aspected, Hygeia in this house can also suggest a morbid fascination with 

death and/or suicidal tendencies. Sexual health can also be an issue. When 

positively aspected Hygeia in the can suggest an ability for psychiatry or 

psychological counseling/therapy, medical diagnostics and research. 

Hygeian locations associated with the 8th House: Medicare offices, 

psychiatrist/psychologist offices, fertility clinics, women’s health organizations, 

sex health organizations, medical research labs (especially those specializing in 

vaccines/immunizations and cures which promote longevity).  

Possible health issues associated with the 8th House: the bladder, generative 

system, muscular system and tissue, psychic disturbances, sex organs.  

HYGEIA IN THE 9TH HOUSE 

Of all the house placements of Hygeia, the 9th House placement is the least likely 

to have health problems because of strong belief in a Higher Divine Power or in 

the power of the Higher Mind to heal the body.  Conversely, a personal negative 

attitude about the power to heal can bring on health issues physical, emotional and 

mental. Individuals with this posit of Hygeia are often interested in global health 

issues and may also enjoy studying topics about the health of the planet. They 

might also write, lecture, publish or teach about these subjects or travel abroad to 

work in health, preservation or ecology.  

Hygeian locations associated with the 9th House: Foreign health organizations, 

science/ health publishers, health ministries, global Earth preservation 

organizations, “Green” societies, medical colleges and graduate schools.  

Possible health issues associated with the 9th House: hepatic system, hips, upper 

legs, liver, thighs, and sciatic nerves. 

HYGEIA IN THE 10TH HOUSE 

The 10h House is most associated with societal pressures and the need to achieve 

and when Hygeia has challenging aspects while posited in this house there can be 

difficulty with relaxation and time out for rest. If so, then repressed pressure 

overtime can result in chronic ailments that generally manifest in middle age. 



When Hygeia lies close to the Midheaven the individual’s life direction or career 

may be linked with health. In some cases, personal health will affect career causing 

restrictions. 

Hygeian locations associated with the 10th House: All personally owned and 

operated businesses associated with health and wellness, government, civic or state 

operated health facilities and centers, Chiropractic practices. 

Possible health issues associated with the 10th House: bones and skeletal system, 

joints. 

HYGEIA IN THE 11TH HOUSE 

Like the 9th House, the 11th House is another posit where Hygeia is least associated 

with health issues with the exception of possible stress when personal hopes and 

wishes are not fulfilled. There is generally a commitment to fitness preferably in a 

group or club setting especially with friends in attendance. There may also be 

strong interest in alternative health organizations. 

Hygeian locations associated with the 11th House: Health and fitness clubs, 

ecological maintenance organizations, alternative healing centers such as Crystal 

healing and Reiki facilities and hypnotherapy centers. 

Possible health issues associated with the 11th House:  calves of the legs, lower 

legs, ankles, shins. 

HYGEIA IN THE 12TH HOUSE 

Like the 6th House, the 12th House is also directly concerned with health matters. 

When Hygeia is posited in the 12th House, psychological manifestations as well as 

psychic manifestations are possible. Often feelings are hidden in the subconscious 

mind and a build-up of negativity such as jealousy, envy and hatred of others and 

self-hatred can lead to physical illness. There is also a strong link to Karma and old 

residual memories that if negative will manifest as ailments and illness. It is 

difficult to ignore the message of Hygeia when it is placed in this house. As the 

12th House is the polarity of the 6th House, natural healers are also indicated and 

the ability to heal is often a past life talent brought to the fore. 

Hygeian locations associated with the 12th House: Rest homes, hospitals, 

sanitariums, meditation labyrinths, health charities, pharmaceutical companies 

specializing in vaccines/immunizations. 



Possible health issues associated with the 12th House:  drug addiction, feet and toes 

(deformities and ailments), physical handicaps, institutionalization, obsessions, 

self-injury. 

 

  

 

Chiron is known in most astrological circles as the “wounded healer.” 

According to mythology he was one of the greatest physicians, teachers and 

martial artists to have ever lived. He instructed most of mythology’s greats like 

Hercules, Achilles, Jason and Asclepius (aka Ophiuchus) teaching them not only 

superior fighting skills but also wisdom and the art of healing.  



In mythology, Chiron was the son of Cronus and the nymph Philyra. Philyra 

wanted nothing to do with Cronus who had the nasty habit of devouring his 

offspring so she changed herself into a mare and tried to flee her fate. Cronus 

however was wise to her ruse so he changed himself into a horse, pursued her and 

mated with her. The result was Chiron, a centaur and the first of his kind – half 

human and half horse. Dismayed and disgusted by his sight she begged the gods to 

change her into something else so she would not have to mother such a monstrous 

child. They obliged turning her into a linden tree. Chiron, newly abandoned was 

found by the revered Sun god Apollo who raised him and taught him many skills 

including music, prophecy, wisdom and healing. In some mythological accounts, 

Chiron also gained wisdom from the goddess Athene when she laid her hand on his 

forehead imbuing him with foresight. Certainly his early abandonment was enough 

to create a serious psychological “wound” but the most widely accepted version of 

how Chiron became the “wounded healer” comes from the story concerning the 

Centaurs and Hercules. The Centaurs had invited the legendary hero to dine with 

them but a fight broke out between them. During the fray, Chiron was accidentally 

struck by one of Hercules’s poison arrows causing him continued agony from 

which he could not recover and this is how he earned his name of the “wounded 

healer.”  

Technically, Chiron is planetoid (actually considered a captured comet) but it has 

taken on such prominence in astrological delineation over the years that it is very 

nearly considered a planet. Chiron lies between the planets Saturn and Uranus and 

is sometimes considered the ‘bridge’ between the two. The meaning of Chiron’s 

presence in an astrological chart is in essence two fold. Emotionally and physically 

it describes the “wound” (often times self-inflicted) we are to self-heal in order to 

find our true path. This refers to the area where all experience the greatest pain and 

fear. This process that takes great courage because the requirement is to explore 

the “wound” before healing can be attempted. To accomplish total healing one 

must open up to spiritual truths and allow the Self to be transformed by them. 

Secondarily Chiron’s indicates personal healing abilities that can be used to heal 

and teach others. Most astrologers accept Chiron as a co-ruler of the sign 

Sagittarius while others feel he is associated with the sign of Virgo. By transit, 

progression, solar arc or midpoint Chiron can be associated with chronic and 

severe health crisis usually accompanied by the activation of Kundalini energy. 

Chiron rules healers in general, astrologers using transformative astrology, those 

using divinatory skills and archetypal counseling (such as Tarot etc.), ecologists, 

hospice counselors, gurus, guides, and people using their hands as a focal for their 

work such as Reiki healers, palmists and even hairdressers. Chiron also rules all 



alternative, homeopathic and herbal medicine, medical channeling/intuition, 

energy healing, therapies and attunements particularly the “chiro”-practic, crystal 

healing, access to the subtle realms of consciousness including holographic sight 

and multidimensional perception, near death experiences, metaphysical teachers 

and researchers, all holistic disciplines accompanied by pragmatic thought 

processes, and all forms of divination, particularly those engaged by “destiny” 

mentors. 

“THE PROS AND CONS OF CHIRON THROUGH THE SIGNS” 

YES = Highest and desired manifestation 

NO = That which needs to be overcome 

Rx = Chiron retrograde indicating possible Past Life Residual that requires healing 

You can identify the sign Chiron occupied at your birth by using the data grid 

following this Sign and House information. House placement will require a natal 

horoscope. 

ARIES: 

YES= A “quantum leap” type of mentor/teacher/maverick who is oriented towards 

pioneering methodology or advanced holistics in order to be of service to 

humanity. The search for identity and self-realization is paramount and starts very 

early in life. 

NO= The sense of “being” has been violated in some way (usually during 

childhood) resulting in fear of self-assertion. Over-compensation occurs by 

attempting to be the “first” at everything or taking on the role of “savior” to others. 

The role of self-imposed “loner” feels safe yet is ultimately self-defeating. 

Physically, the individual may suffer head wounds throughout life. 

Rx = You have spent many past lives switching from one gender to another trying 

to recognize who you are and what you should be doing and why you should be 

doing it. The residual carried over is one of “wounded identity.” How you “see” 

others and how they view is part of the problem so issues with sight and hearing 

can present as physical manifestation. 

CROSS SECTION OF FAMOUS PEOPLE WITH CHIRON IN ARIES: The 

father of psychology Carl Jung, the great seer Edgar Cayce, magician Harry 



Houdini, medical pioneer Dr. Christian Barnard, writers Carlos Castenada and Kurt 

Vonnegut, occultist Aleister Crowley, humanitarian Dr. Albert Schweitzer, 

educator Maria Montessori, actors Leonardo DiCaprio, Marlon Brando and Paul 

Newman, entertainer Liberace, writer and film/TV producer Gene Rodenberry of 

Star Trek fame, producer/screenwriter Aaron Spelling, chemist and microbiologist 

Louis Pasteur, writer Truman Capote and Jules Verne, soccer player David 

Beckham, politician and spiritual leader Mohandas Gandhi. 

TAURUS:  

YES= Value is a state of mind rather than a price tag. The individual will learn to 

rely on life and the body's experiences in order to find higher meaning. Healing  

comes through trusting the instinctual wisdom of the body. Can be a talented  

contributor to the culture of humanity. 

NO= Morality has a price tag. The individual will experience a crisis of values and 

a lack of self-worth. Overcompensation is achieved by accruing money and 

possessions. Often distrusts the body or feels that the body is not beautiful or even 

ugly. Sometimes uncontrollable sexual magnetism and/or bizarre sexual habits 

exist.  

Rx= In past lives you suffered poverty – you were either born into a destitute 

family OR in more productive lives where you made money and acquired material 

success you lost it all. The residual carried over is one of “wounded self-worth.” 

“Speaking up” for oneself and “shouldering blame” is part of the issue so possible 

physical problems with the throat and shoulders are possible. 

CROSS SECTION OF FAMOUS PEOPLE WITH CHIRON IN TAURUS: Guru 

Baba Ram Dass, astrological researcher Michel Gauquelin, Martin Luther King Jr., 

Fidel Castro, actress and politician Shirley Temple Black, actors James Dean and 

Clint Eastwood,  choreographer Bob Fosse, correspondent Dan Rather, composer 

Stephen Sondheim, anchorwoman and interviewer Barbara Walters, spy and 

prostitute Mata Hari, royal Prince William, artist Pablo Picasso, pop artist Andy 

Warhol, genius Albert Einstein, scientist Alexander Fleming, polymath Robert 

Hooke, writer and actress Maya Angelou, tennis player Venus Williams. 

GEMINI:  

YES= The individual often possess the ability to tap into universal or spiritually 

creative ideas. This signature easily produces “natural” teachers and 

communicators who are able to instruct in a grand way reaching a wide audience. 



A great placement for therapists who are also involved in innovative mind 

research. Prophecy and mediumship are common as are originality and genius. 

NO= The individual may not trust personal thought processes or may fear 

communicating with others. This is generally based in communication problems as 

a child or painful experiences in early schooling where information was absorbed 

in a scattered and fragmented manner leading to disassociation of thought and 

marred delivery. Conversely, in some cases, intellectual arrogance is a problem. 

Rx= In lives past you may have been physically disabled or mute which made it 

difficult for you to communicate successfully with others. The residual carried 

over can manifest as obsessions or compulsive disorders to perfect the intellect 

and/or anything you create with your mind or hands. Since the art of 

communication requires air in the lungs to assist speech there may be physical 

distress to pulmonary function. 

CROSS SECTION OF FAMOUS PEOPLE WITH CHIRON IN GEMINI: 

Actress/activist Jane Fonda, writer Gloria Steinem, poet D.H. Lawrence, guru 

Werner Erhard, singer/actor Elvis Presley, actors Dustin Hoffman and Jack 

Nicholson, actress and spiritual advocate Shirley MacLaine, operatic tenor Luciano 

Pavarotti, cult leader and mass murderer Charles Manson, First Lady Eleanor 

Roosevelt, polymath and Renaissance man Leonardo da Vinci, talk show host 

Larry King, physicist, mathematician, astronomer, natural philosopher and 

alchemist Sir Isaac Newton, basketball great Wilt Chamberlain. 

CANCER:  

YES= Attuned to the past and deeply sensitive, the self truly believes in what the 

self is doing using intuition as a guide. Will intuitively know how to care for 

family members and loved ones for their highest good. 

NO= There is a strong issue of “belonging” and the individual often feels unsure 

especially within the family unit. This may stem from a painful relationship with 

the father or basic insecurity needs attached to the mother, or perhaps another 

painful experience in the home. Physically, the stomach may be the vulnerable part 

of the body. 

Rx = You spent some past lifetimes as homeless and wretched. In some cases you 

were born an orphan and in other cases you were disowned by your family. The 

residual may manifest as a strong desire to receive caring and nurturing. The 



digestive tract which is the body’s core of wellness and immunity might be 

targeted and suffer distress. 

CROSS SECTION OF FAMOUS PEOPLE WITH CHIRON IN CANCER: The 

Dean of Astrology, Dr. Marc Edmund Jones, singer/songwriter Bob Dylan, 

alchemist Allesandro di Cagliostro, actor/comedian Charlie Chaplin, master of 

horror Wes Craven, actor Al Pacino, entrepreneur Ted Turner, physician and seer 

Nostradamus, astronomer Edwin Hubble, stuntman Evel Kenievel, golf great Jack 

Nicklaus, politician Jawaharlal Nehru.  

LEO:  

YES= A noble and inspirational soul who desires to bring others to new 

heights.  Knowing there is a special path in life to achieved but able to conquer 

self-importance by using the power of the ego for a higher purpose. The individual 

may become a creative teacher or therapist who recognizes the Divine spark in 

each person. 

NO= Self-esteem is tied to recognition and attention. The childhood experience of 

having fun, spontaneity and/or being creative may have been stifled or repressed 

leading to feelings of inadequacy which in turn produce overcompensation of pride 

and hypersensitivity to ridicule. Some with this position suffer child bearing 

problems. 

Rx = Your creative spark was stomped out in past lives leaving you broken hearted 

and in despair. Current life problems might manifest as physical issues with the 

heart and back because you feel you lack “support” and possible depression. 

CROSS SECTION OF FAMOUS PEOPLE WITH CHIRON IN LEO: Beatles 

John Lennon Paul McCartney and George Harrison, singer/songwriters Carole 

King and Paul Simon, writer J.R.R. Tolkien, martial artist and actor Bruce Lee, 

actors Harrison Ford and Joe Pesci, country singer Tammy Wynette, “the greatest” 

Muhammad Ali, writers Michael Crichton and Edna St. Vincent Millay, 

chessmaster Bobby Fischer. 

VIRGO:  

YES= All things Virgoan lend themselves to critical attention to details and when 

Chiron is in Virgo the manifestation is a keen ability of discrimination to size up 

“human” situations and therefore there is a strong tie to the mind/body/spirit 

concept of healing. Of all sign placements, this posit knows the true meaning of 



taking care of the body … “heal thyself” … and will take aggressive action when 

problems occur. The title “humane healer” is well deserved so work in the caring 

professions and/or teaching are stellar avenues. 

NO = The need for emotional control can become detrimental leading to physical 

health problems. In some cases the individual will hide from emotions by keeping 

“busy” with mundane chores and situations. Physically there can be problems with 

the intestines or reproductive sterility. Compulsions can also be an issue. 

Rx = You were not only responsible for your survival in past lives but also the 

lives of those close to you. You might have been a doctor or healer who was not 

satisfied with the quality and quantity of the help you were able to give. The 

residual includes “forgiveness syndrome” which affects the process of 

“assimilation” in the body. 

CROSS SECTION OF FAMOUS PEOPLE WITH CHIRON IN VIRGO: Actors 

Michael Douglas, Danny DeVito, Rutger Hauer and Dakota Fanning, rock singer 

Mick Jagger, philosopher Friederich Nietzsche, tennis champion Billy Jean King, 

evangelist and actor Marjoe Gortner, singer Julio Iglesias, guru Paramahapsa 

Yogananda, boxer Joe Frazier. 

LIBRA:  

YES= Gifted at forming relationships with others because the soul is able to 

reconcile differences and recognize others as carrying an equal Divine spark. 

Libran diplomacy and tact are taken to the next level so these individuals excel in 

human dynamics often making fine archetypal or psychoanalytic counselors or 

simply over-a–cup–of-coffee therapists. They often find themselves at the center of 

conflict with others but manage to come out unscathed because they fully 

understand that the greatest healing comes from trusting the process.  

NO= Too susceptible to matters of injustice which can easily lead to victimization. 

Failure to “see” the faults in the “self” that are presented by the “mirror” image of 

others. Crisis prone. Good at setting people up and metaphorically “giving them 

enough rope to hang themselves.” 

Rx = In past lives you experienced painful separations from your beloved. You 

suffered injustice and may have been exiled or secluded in some way preventing 

you from experiencing the everyday joy of closeness with your soul mate and 

cadre group. This left you devastated and out of balance. Physical residual issues 



can occur via problems with the kidneys since you will be filtering out current life 

“toxins” of prejudice and hatred. 

CROSS SECTION OF FAMOUS PEOPLE WITH CHIRON IN LIBRA: 

Entrepreneur Donald Trump, singer/songwriter Neil Young, actor  Henry “the 

Fonz” Winkler, singer/actresses Bette Midler, Cher, Dolly Parton and Liza 

Minnelli, comedian and actor Steve Martin, actresses Sally Field and Goldie 

Hawn, Theosophist Annie Besant, scientist Alexander Graham Bell, inventor 

Thomas Edison. 

SCORPIO:  

YES= Scorpio is the sign most concerned with self-transformation and the 

continual process of metamorphosis so fearless interest in metaphysics, birth, life 

and death is paramount when Chiron occupies this sign. They are blessed with 

seeing the light in the darkness which others fail or are too afraid to see and can 

heal others who are entangled mercilessly in the web of their own pain. It is not 

unusual for natives of this signature to face a death crisis where the soul must make 

a decision to live.  

NO= Deep pain surfaces in intimate relationships based in the need to control or 

dominate. May have suffered a pre-birth trauma (especially if tightly conjunct the 

Ascendant). Sexual repression, nervous tension or suicidal tendencies are usually 

dealt with at one point during the lifetime. 

Rx= In lives past you suffered from betrayal and were often made a scapegoat 

when you had done nothing wrong. In some live you were ostracized from the 

community. In order to survive you had to repress your wisdom and knowledge. 

Residual can manifest as psychological problems and compulsions.  

CROSS SECTION OF FAMOUS PEOPLE WITH CHIRON IN SCORPIO: 

Psychic Uri Geller, Prime Minister Golda Meir, aviatrix Amelia Earhart, actresses 

Kathy Bates, and Glenn Close, singer/actor David Bowie, director, writer/producer 

Stephen Spielberg, rock singer Ian Anderson, colatura soprano Kathleen Battle, 

actors Kevin Kline, Jeremy Irons, actress/singer Olivia Newton-John, visual artist 

and social activist Jacob Holdt, horror writer Stephen King, fitness guru Richard 

Simmons, actor and politician Arnold Schwarzenegger. 

SAGITTARIUS:  



YES = This is one of the best placements for Chiron as in indicates the individual 

who is eager to explore the frontiers of experience to the limits of personal ability 

and then share these experiences with and/or teach others. The inherited religious 

framework is usually abandoned at an early age because it serves as a springboard 

for the quest for higher spiritual truth. There is also a devotion to life itself coupled 

with innate wisdom. 

NO= Often feels insecure about beliefs and visions and may become a religious 

fanatic to compensate for this insecurity. Might literally travel the world physically 

or via “arm chair travel” to enhance knowledge and broaden personal horizons yet 

fail to share what has been learned with others. Engage continually study in an 

effort to understand the meaning of life without experiencing what is “outside the 

box.”  

Rx = Past lives included disbelief, suffering and death for iconoclastic religious, 

spiritual or political beliefs which was difficult to accept or “take-in”. Some 

lifetimes may have included being the victim of genocide or mass tribal slaughter. 

Residual physical manifestation might include problems with the liver and/or the 

general metabolism which control “intake” and “output.” 

CROSS SECTION OF FAMOUS PEOPLE WITH CHIRON IN SAGITTARIUS: 

Actors Robin Williams and Meryl Streep, writer Ernest Hemmingway, 

psychologist Dr. Phil McGraw, director Alfred Hitchcock, cartoonist and graphic 

designer Steve Artley, singers Phil Collins, Peter Gabriel, Karen Carpenter and 

Natalie Cole, comedian Jay Leno, balloonist Colin Prescot, athlete Bruce Jenner, 

Olympic swimmer Mark Spitz. 

CAPRICORN:  

YES= This placement is representative of the survivor whose aim is to prevail. The 

ability to stay on track and not assume responsibility for that over which there is 

truly no control. As a mentor or teacher this posit represents one who guides others 

through surrogate parenting by showing them the love and direction they sorely 

need.  

NO= Feels insecure about a “proper” place in society. May have difficulty finding 

a niche in the outside world for fear of disappointing others. This may stem from a 

painful experience with whichever parent was viewed as worldly or accomplished.  

Rx = In past lives you experienced crisis surrounding issue of abandonment. In 

some of those lifetimes you may have been a slave or part of a caste system that 



took you away from your family and natural environment. You were denied your 

rightful place in the world. You may suffer from the residual of old physical 

wounds such as broken bones which may manifest as chronic conditions such as 

arthritis and osteoporosis. 

CROSS SECTION OF FAMOUS PEOPLE WITH CHIRON IN CAPRICORN: 

Actress and show host Oprah Winfrey, psychic Jeane Dixon, visionary, poet and 

writer William Blake, actor and martial artist Jackie Chan, writer and wit Oscar 

Wilde, singer Chaka Khan, composer Wolfgang Mozart, film producer David O. 

Selznick, actress and comedian Roseanne, artist Vincent Van Gogh, tennis pro 

Jimmy Connors, politician Tony Blair. 

AQUARIUS:  

YES= The individual is a human dynamo for whom change is the only constant. A 

strong desire to contribute to the healing of humanity. The “mad scientist” or 

“nutty professor” whom others like to be around because they feel included and 

can learn much. 

NO= May feel insecure within large groups. May come across as too critical of 

society so others do not accept positive solutions offered.  

Rx = In lives past you harbored many special gifts and talents connected to your 

intelligence and psychic abilities and because of this you were misunderstood, 

feared and labeled a bane of society. You were “shackled” both physically and 

mentally and was prevented from speaking out and moving about. Physical 

manifestations from residual can include issue with the nervous system from past 

lives of being prevented from speaking your truth and problems with the ankles 

from past life lack of freedom. 

CROSS SECTION OF FAMOUS PEOPLE WITH CHIRON IN AQUARIUS: 

Entrepreneur Bill Gates, singer/comedian Weird Al Yankovic, actor and martial 

artist Jean-Claude Van Damme, inventor Louis Braille, mathematicians, 

astronomers and astrologers Galileo and Johannes Kepler, engineer and physicist 

Nicole Tesla, herbalist, botanist, physician, astrologer and healer Nicholas 

Culpepper, X-Files creator Chris Carter, actors Tom Hanks, Whoopi Goldberg and 

Michelle Pfeiffer, King of Pop Michael Jackson, artists Salvador Dali and Frida 

Kahlo, Renaissance man Michelangelo, tennis pros Bjorn Borg and Martina 

Navratilova.  

PISCES:  



YES= Life is a mystical crusade in which mundane concerns have no place which 

promotes the redemptive quality of love. Has the ability to feel the pain of others 

and may work for or serve within a healing institution.  

NO= Will have difficulty gaining own sense of individuality due to guilt or 

possible illness. May also suffer from own deep and personal grief and need to 

“drown sorrows” by engaging drugs or alcohol or other means of escape. Feeling 

of worthlessness based in anger, victimhood and self-blame.  

Rx = Many past lives have been spent in secret religious sects and mystical orders 

of all kinds. In some lifetimes your life may have been sacrificed and in different 

lifetimes you sacrificed others. In any event you could not escape from the 

situation. You house great knowledge of the supernatural and arcane both black 

and white. Possible physical manifestation can include problems with the feet - 

What path are you walking now? – And issues with the lymphatic system that are 

hard to diagnose – What are you hiding that has become toxic? 

CROSS SECTION OF FAMOUS PEOPLE WITH CHIRON IN PISCES: Writer 

Tennessee Williams, royal Princess Diana, Hollywood Madame Heidi Fleiss, poet 

Dylan Thomas, actors Nicholas Cage and Charlie Sheen, comediennes Lucille Ball 

and Phyllis Diller, singer and choreographer Paula Abdul, celebrated violinist 

Yehudi Menuhin, artist Henry Matisse, tennis pro Tracy Austin, palmist and 

numerologist Chiero, singers Ella Fitzgerald and Mahalia Jackson, oceanographer 

and adventurer Jacques Cousteau, Scientology cultist L. Ron Hubbard, astrologer 

Evangeline Adams.  

In the Houses: 

House 1:  YES= Innate “knowing” of when to initiate “balanced” action on behalf 

of others. NO= Self-doubt projected as passive-aggressive behavior.  

House 2: YES= Intuitive awareness of the needs of the body, mind and spirit and 

their connection. NO= too much need for control or “poverty of spirit.” Physical 

disability or disfigurement possible.  

House 3: YES= The mind is an intellectual sponge and able to weigh input for 

problem solving that can be used in healing processes. NO= Stress, anxiety or 

worry over “getting it right.” Possible learning or vocal disabilities or conversely 

intellectual aggrandizement. Possible painful connections to siblings. 



House 4: YES= A natural born counselor who can relate to the “root” emotional 

problems of others and nurture them without smothering. NO= “I have been born 

into the wrong family!” Feelings of alienation within the family unit or emotional 

problems centering on one parent who may be physically absent or emotionally 

unavailable.  

House 5: YES= An appreciation for all of the creative processes of life and the 

ability to honor personal creativity through others. NO= A deep fear of ridicule and 

lack of spontaneity. A cold demeanor which is the result of feeling blocked in 

personal expression by outside forces or feeling mortified at the possibility of 

becoming a “joke” to others. 

House 6: YES= A natural healer with the ability to read body language and body 

energy. Also a natural teacher who can instruct others of the finer qualities in life 

in order to be happy. Often there is a significant connection to medicine and 

medical fields. NO= An “unconnected” martyr and over-analyzer who has 

problems assimilating the experiences of life.  A “neat freak” with a need for 

cleanliness or a work-o-holic with a need for order. Too much concern over health 

leading to possible phobias and obsessions. 

House 7: YES= The harmonious “mediator” who can teach and guide others in 

relationships without becoming too “nosy.” Close relationships often occur with 

those in the healing fields. NO= Suffers from painful relationships and feelings of 

rejection in partnerships. Also suffers from betrayal and competitiveness in 

relations largely based in unrealistic expectations. Tries to “please” others too 

much or gives loyalty to those who are undeserving.  

House 8: YES= A naturally powerful healer capable of harnessing all natural 

energies for healing. Also a natural psychologist who understands the nature of 

suffering. NO= A power monger who manipulates easily using magnetic wiles for 

personal gain. Sexual inadequacies or dysfunction possible. In some cases the 

individual literally wasn’t wanted at birth and was thought of as a burden. 

House 9: YES= A “Sage” and naturally curious visionary with a spiritual 

restlessness that drives the Soul in a constant search for Divine truth and wisdom 

that he or she wishes to pass on to others. The personal belief system is created 

very early in life. NO= Feelings of dejection or disillusionment with 

“philosophies” that can lead to “non-belief” in the Self and the system of life.  

House 10: YES= A natural authority who is realistic and reliable. A healing 

spokesperson who reaches many. NO= Suffering from feelings of inadequacy in 



the outside world and a feeling that personal worth is not being recognized. Fear of 

making mistakes and anxiety over the career path. Possible problems with a 

“father” figure.  

11: YES= A natural humanitarian whose philosophy is the serve the greater good 

and who is not afraid of controversial issues. Friends may include wounded people, 

healers and teachers and the individual may later be involved with a group of 

healers or teachers. NO= May be too eccentrically critical of society or even reject 

it to the point of defeating humanitarian goals… nothing gained and everything 

lost. 

House 12: YES= A truly spiritual healer with a grasp of the Divine beyond that 

which the normal five senses can comprehend but able to ground “developed” 

intuition and psychic powers to help others.  NO= Too much Utopian idealism that 

can lead to states of non-reality such as victimhood, mental illness or drug and 

alcohol problems. 
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Ophiuchus, the Serpent Bearer has been coined by some as the 

thirteenth sign of the Zodiac. It is a real constellation that lies between the 

constellation of Scorpio the Scorpion and Sagittarius the Archer. It is an Ancient 

Greek constellation that can be historically dated back to the time of Claudius 

Ptolemy, the Father of Astrology. By way of explanation in order to clarify doubt 

about a “13th sign”, most astrologers use what is known as the Tropical Zodiac 

which consists of twelve 30 degree signs that originate with the Vernal Equinox. 

These twelve “signs” have the same name as the constellations but that’s where the 

similarity ends. The 4th century B.C. Babylonians invented the 360°circle and the 

twelve 30°signs of the Zodiac which were properly called the Fixed Zodiac. The 

Babylonians also invented planetary and solar and lunar tables in order to be able 

to calculate “positions.” In the 2nd century A.D. Ptolemy adopted the Tropical 

Zodiac (originally invented by Hipparchus in the 2nd century B.C.) to calculate his 



solar, lunar planetary and star tables. Around 300 A.D. astrologers began using the 

Tropical Zodiac and continue to use it to this day. This is why the astrological 

Tropical Zodiac has only twelve signs and does not include Ophiuchus as an actual 

Zodiac sign. 

The Sun enters the constellation of Ophiuchus every year between November 30th 

and December 17th. Those born during this time span are believed to harbor innate 

healing abilities. If you were born during this time span and feel strongly that you 

are a healer, you can add these ‘possible qualities’ to those of your Sagittarius Sun 

Sign! 

THE OPHIUCHAN INFLUENCE 

November 30 – Those born on this day can be best described as iconoclastic by 

nature doing everything their own way. They believe in simplicity when it comes 

to health and healing and are sometimes interested in a vegan diet. In a healing 

venue, November 30th Ophiuchans tend to function solo and are very dedicated 

healers who believe strongly in the “power of humor.” They are effective healers 

of children and young adults. 

December 1 – This Ophiuchan vibe has strong leanings towards holistic and herbal 

medicine.  Reiki facilitation and those who specialize in chakra adjustment and 

aura cleansing are found among Ophiuchans born on this day. Sports medicine and 

therapy are traditional paths for December 1st Ophiuchans. 

December 2 – December 2nd Ophiuchans believe in the pursuit of happiness. When 

they are not happy they often feel it in their physical bodies as general malaise. 

They also believe in the power of positivity and make good spiritual speakers and 

life coaches especially if the lecture circuit includes travel. 

December 3 – Long life is the goal of this Ophiuchan. Keeping fit and active is 

very important although there is some tendency to put on weight. Those born this 

day are very good at seeing the big picture and tend to be both good talkers and 

listeners. Counseling is the forte of this placement. 

December 4 – This is the placement of extremes and there can be fanaticism about 

maintaining good health OR conversely there can be great carelessness regarding 

it. Those born on this day however do believe that attitude is everything and they 

are quite remarkable at handling others. Besides people, they also have a great love 

of animals and their innate psychic talents make them excellent animal whisperers 

or more traditionally excellent veterinarians. 



December 5 – Those born on this day tend to have good health BUT they also tend 

to have bad habits. There is plenty of nervous energy and consequently they learn 

the most through tough life experiences that they have brought upon themselves. 

Relaxation techniques are of great benefit to them which they like to share with 

others. Yoga instruction is a good for this Ophiuchan. 

December 6 – This Ophiuchan is into total balance of mind, body and spirit and 

can do well in any holistic venue making an actual career out of healing and/or 

helping others. Traditionally speaking they make wonderful medical doctors with a 

bedside manner to match. 

December 7 – Ophiuchans born this day tend to be interested in Eastern Practices. 

They are natural Reiki practitioners and acupuncturists if they so choose to pursue 

these venues. They are also knowledgeable about body detox and place great 

importance on a clean environment. 

December 8 – “Feeling good” is the motto of individuals born this day. They tend 

to be a bit renegade when it comes to physical health and take advantage of it but 

they do believe strongly that stress and tension are the biggest obstacles to good 

health. A good night’s sleep and maintaining low blood pressure is the goal of this 

Ophiuchan. Since personal integrity tops their list of priorities they can be trusted 

and make good counselors. 

December 9 – This is generally considered a hearty placement. The individual 

believes in a positive attitude and a good daily physical maintenance program. 

They tend to make good physical therapists, exercise instructors and health 

teachers. 

December 10 – This is the placement of physical fitness bar none. There is a great 

love of the outdoors and all types of outdoor exercise. Despite all this physicality, 

this Ophiuchan will take time out daily for spiritual nourishment garnered through 

meditation and reflection. Sports medicine can be their forte. 

December 11 – Once they have learned from experience how to break bad eating 

habits, these Ophiuchans become icons of vitality. If they the chance to heal 

someone else’s emotional or physical pain by giving them the benefit of their own 

experience they will quickly step up to the plate. There is often an interest in the 

medical field or health associated volunteer work. 

December 12 – Competitive by nature, those born on this day literally seem to be 

in perpetual motion. Fast challenging sports seems to be their forte. They tend to 



be better talkers than listeners and make good inspirational speakers healing others 

with their positivity about life. 

December 13 – Health maintenance is a series of lifetime trial and errors. 

December 13 Ophiuchans have an interest in everything from exercise to nutrition 

often experimenting with whatever has their attention at the time. Once they get a 

handle on whatever health venue they have decided to pursue and study and a 

balance is achieved, their wisdom about a chosen health subject tend to be very 

profound. When they gain a level of expertise they make good health lecturers and 

teachers. 

December 14 – Generally robust when it comes to health those born on this day 

tend to look beyond traditional means to enhance health. They are often interested 

in various forms of energy healing and like to compare the old methods with new 

visions regarding healing. Crystal healing, chakra balancing and aura cleansing 

hold particular interest for these Ophiuchans. 

December 15 – Those born this day tend to have an interest in a proper diet usually 

based upon serious food issues they have overcome. Those who have learned to 

properly appreciate the value of good nutrition make excellent dieticians.  

December 16 – Oddly enough those born on this day are not overly concerned 

about health maintenance. They are reluctant to exercise unless they get 

“emotional satisfaction” from it - for example – hiking a serene mountain trail or 

walking on a beach at sunset. Because they tend to be tuned into nature and the 

peaceful joys of simple things they make good listeners and counselors.  

December 17 -Testing physical endurance is the goal of those born on this day. 

Exercise in any form, the tougher the better, is the golden key to happiness. They 

make great weight trainers and health coaches. If they can attune to their spiritual 

side through some Soul Searching they make wonderful empathetic counselors and 

touch therapists. 

The healing qualities of Ophiuchus are not just restricted to this elite Sagittarian 

group. An individual can also be imbued with healing traits if the main star of 

Ophiuchus, the Fixed Star Ras Alhague, is making a connection to their natal chart. 

Astrologers who work with Fixed Stars check to see if a chart is influenced by 

these heavenly bodies by observing if there is heliacal rising and setting, parans 

with planets and culminations to pivotal points of the chart. Please consult a 

professional astrologer who works with Fixed Stars and collective archetypes if 

you are interested in this type of information. (By definition, the term paran refers 



to the simultaneous rising, setting or crossing of the meridian of planets and/or 

stars via the observer’s latitude. It is strictly a visual process and is dependent upon 

the location of the observer when viewing the sky by eye. The term heliacal rising 

means “rising with the Sun.” This occurs when a planet or a star, after it has been 

hidden by the Sun's rays, becomes again visible. The term heliacal setting refers to 

when a star is overtaken by the Sun and is lost in its rays. The Heliacal rising or 

setting of the Moon occurs when it is within 17° of the Sun; other stars and planets, 

when within 30° distance.) Astrologers using good astrological software programs 

have Fixed Star information readily available. 

The original constellation of Ophiuchus (who is also known to the Greeks as 

Serpentarius the Healer and to the Romans as Asclepius) is actually broken up into 

two constellations – Ophiuchus, the serpent holder or handler and Serpens, the 

large snake in his grasp. Since the serpent appears on both side of Ophiuchus, it too 

has been divided into Serpens Caput (the head) and Serpens Cauda (the tail). In 

general, the serpent is a very ancient cultural healing symbol and represents, 

among other things, revitalization and transformation through discretion and 

sagacity - all of which are akin to the ancient premise of “shedding old skin” and 

rebirth. Ophiuchus learned his healing skills under the wise tutelage of Chiron and 

his influence can be felt in all types of healing from physical to spiritual to social 

and even political. At any rate, the individual is inclined to “give healing.” 

According to Fixed Star expert Bernadette Brady, the physiological 

correspondence of Ophiuchus is “the lymphatic system as the defender of the 

internal body.” 

For those who have been advised that Ras Alhague (pronounced RAS al- hay-

gwee) is present in their natal chart here are a few general meanings: 

Heliacal Rising: An innately gifted healer who is drawn to healing professions or 

healing philosophies and who will take definitive action to bring forth solutions 

and remedies. 

Heliacal Setting: A seeker of yin-yang who must heal the “Self” first before 

becoming proactive and reaching out to others. 

Paran with the Sun: A “people person” who is greatly interested in human nature 

and desires to reach a wide audience in order to bring healing information to the 

masses. 

Paran with the Moon: A natural counselor who is not afraid to probe the hidden 

and even darker corners of life in order to bring light and relief to others. 



Paran with Mercury: An investigator and/or spokesperson who is interested in 

bringing the latest health findings and discoveries to the fore. 

Paran with Venus: A teacher of expanded consciousness who is interested in 

expanding healing knowledge on a grand scale. Note that in esoteric studies Venus 

is the most occult and highly revered planet arcanus.  

Paran with Mars: A difficulty specialist, activist and leader desirous of problem 

solving that bring healthful benefits to others. 

Paran with Jupiter: An optimist who has a plethora of information to offer as 

solutions so the lives of others can be enhanced and joyful. The phrase “be lightful 

so you can be healthful” well describes this person’s philosophy. 

Paran with Saturn: A record keeper who understands the importance of 

“informational” legacy and its effect not only generationally but also collectively 

to attempt to secure the future of a healthy human race. 

Paran with Uranus: A health event planner or volunteer worker who believes in 

charities and movements to save the people and the planet. 

Paran with Neptune: A spiritualist who heals through artistic or creative endeavor 

in order to reach and influence others. The individual generally has strong opinions 

about what is harmful under a helpful guise (such as drugs or health fads) and 

speaks out against them. 

Paran with Pluto: A researcher who delves into the sacred matters of prolonging 

life and health. There is often a strong interest in natural remedies. 

Paran with North Node: Destiny is influenced by the seeking of balance and 

moderation.  Deference to the South Node – A past life dedicated to the art of 

healing (particular modality partially indicated by South Node indicators). 
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